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Abstract

My research goal is to build large-scale intelligent systems (both single- and multi-agent) that

reason with uncertainty in complex, real-world environments. I foresee an integration of such

systems in many critical facets of human life ranging from intelligent assistants in hospitals to

offices, from rescue agents in large scale disaster response to sensor agents tracking weather

phenomena in earth observing sensor webs, and others. In my thesis, I have taken steps towards

achieving this goal in the context of systems that operate in partially observable domains that also

have transitional (non-deterministic outcomes to actions) uncertainty. Given this uncertainty,

Partially Observable Markov Decision Problems (POMDPs) and Distributed POMDPs present

themselves as natural choices for modeling these domains.

Unfortunately, the significant computational complexity involved in solving POMDPs (PSPACE-

Complete) and Distributed POMDPs (NEXP-Complete) is a key obstacle. Due to this significant

computational complexity, existing approaches that provide exact solutions do not scale, while

approximate solutions do not provide any usable guarantees on quality. My thesis addresses these

issues using the following key ideas: The first is exploiting structure in the domain. Utilizing the

structure present in the dynamics of the domain or the interactions between the agents allows

improved efficiency without sacrificing on the quality of the solution. The second is direct ap-

proximation in the value space. This allows for calculated approximations at each step of the

algorithm, which in turn allows us to provide usable quality guarantees; such quality guarantees

may be specified in advance. In contrast, the existing approaches approximate in the belief space

leading to an approximation in the value space (indirect approximation in value space), thus mak-

ing it difficult to compute functional bounds on approximations. In fact, these key ideas allow

for the efficient computation of optimal and quality bounded solutions to complex, large-scale

problems, that were not in the purview of existing algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent years have seen an exciting growth of applications (deployed and emerging) of agents

and multiagent systems in many facets of our daily lives. These applications mandate that agents

act in complex, uncertain domains, and they range from intelligent assistants in hospitals to of-

fice [Scerri et al., 2002; Leong and Cao, 1998; Magni et al., 1998], to rescue agents in large scale

disaster response [Kitano et al., 1999], to sensor agents tracking weather phenomena in earth

observing sensor webs [Lesser et al., 2003], and others. However, for a successful transition of

these applications to real world domains, the underlying uncertainty has to be taken into account.

Partially Observable Markov Decision Problems (POMDPs) and Distributed Partially Ob-

servable Markov Decision Problems (Distributed POMDPs) are becoming popular approaches

for modeling decision problems for agents and teams of agents operating in real world uncertain

environments [Pollack et al., 2003a; Simmons and Koenig, 1995; Bowling and Veloso, 2002;

Roth et al., 2005; Varakantham et al., 2005; Nair et al., 2003c, 2005]. This is owing to the ability

of these models to capture uncertainty present in real world environments: unknown initial config-

uration of the domain, non deterministic outcomes to actions and noise in the sensory perception.

Furthermore, these models can also capture the utilities associated with different outcomes due

to their ability to reason with costs and rewards.

Unfortunately, the computational cost of optimal policy generation in POMDPs (PSPACE-

Complete) and distributed POMDPs (NEXP-Complete) [Bernstein et al., 2000] is prohibitive,

requiring increasingly efficient algorithms to solve decision problems in large-scale domains.

Furthermore, many domains [Kitano et al., 1999; Pollack et al., 2003a; Scerri et al., 2002; Leong

and Cao, 1998; Magni et al., 1998] require that the efficiency gains do not cause significant losses

in optimality of the policy generated; indeed, it is important for the algorithms to bound any loss

in quality. Thus the key challenge is to provide efficiency gains in POMDPs and Distributed

POMDPs with bounded quality loss.
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In single agent POMDPs, there has been significant progress made with respect to efficiency,

using two types of solution techniques: exact [Feng and Zilberstein, 2005; Cassandra et al.,

1997b] and approximate [Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005]. Exact techniques pro-

vide optimal solutions, avoiding the problems with respect to quality bounds, however suffer from

considerable computational inefficiency. On the other hand, approximate techniques provide ef-

ficient techniques that scale to larger problems but at the expense of quality bounds. Turning

now to distributed POMDPs, researchers have pursued two different approaches here as well:

exact [Nair et al., 2003a; Hansen et al., 2004b] and approximate [Becker et al., 2003; Nair et al.,

2003a; Peshkin et al., 2000a; Becker et al., 2004]. Unfortunately, the exact approaches have so

far been limited to two agents, with comparatively little attention focussed on them. On the other

hand, approximate approaches either limit agent interactions (transition independence) [Becker

et al., 2003] or approximate observability of the local state [Becker et al., 2004] or find local opti-

mal solutions [Nair et al., 2003a; Peshkin et al., 2000a]. Though these approaches for distributed

POMDPs provide improvement in performance, they still suffer from similar drawbacks: (a)

computational inefficiency given large numbers of agents (b) lack of bounds on solution quality.

My thesis takes steps to address these problems of efficiency, while providing guarantees on

solution quality. To that end, I have proposed two key solution mechanisms:

1. Exploiting structure inherent in the domain: I have investigated two types of structure, that

often arise in real world domains:

(a) Physical limitations/Progress structure in the process being modeled (structure in dy-

namics): These techniques restrict policy computation to the belief space polytope

that remains reachable given the physical limitations of a domain. One example of a

physical limitation in a process is from a personal assistant domain where an agent

assists a user: if the user is at a location, it is highly improbable for him/her to be

5 miles away in the next 5 seconds. I introduce new techniques, particularly one

based on applying Lagrangian methods to compute a bounded belief space support

in polynomial time. These techniques are complementary to many existing exact and

approximate POMDP policy generation algorithms. In fact, these exact techniques

provide an order of magnitude speedup over the fastest existing exact solvers.

(b) Structure in the interactions of agents: Techniques for distributed POMDPs have

traditionally considered agents in a multi-agent environment with full interactivity

i.e. all agents interact with all other agents. However, in domains like sensor net-

works, each node(agent) interacts only with the nodes that are adjacent to it in the

network. Distributed Constraint Optimization (DCOP) is a model for coordination,
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where the solution techniques rely on exploiting these kinds of limited interaction

structures [Modi et al., 2003a; Petcu and Faltings, 2005; Maheswaran et al., 2004],

however with an inability to handle uncertainty. On the other hand, distributed POMDP

techniques handle uncertainty without exploiting structure in the interactions. I have

combined these two approaches to propose a new model, Network Distributed POMDPs

(ND-POMDP). In this thesis, I have provided solution techniques for these distributed

POMDPs, that build over exact and locally optimal DCOP approaches, namely DPOP

(Distributed Pseuodo-tree OPtimization), DBA (Distributed Breakout Algorithm),

and DSA (Distributed Stochastic Algorithm). Furthermore, I have also provided a

heuristic search technique called SPIDER, that exploit the interaction structure. All

these algorithms provide a significant improvement in performance of the policy com-

putation for a team of agents. Furthermore, SPIDER provides this efficiency while

providing quality guarantees on the solution.

2. Direct approximation in the value space: Existing approaches [Pineau et al., 2003; Zhou

and Hansen, 2001; Montemerlo et al., 2004] to approximation in POMDPs and Distributed

POMDPs have focussed on sampling the belief space and approximating the optimal value

function with the value computed for the sampled belief space (indirect value approxima-

tion). The key novelty in my technique is to directly approximate in the value space, so that

every approximation phase has a bounded (pre-computable) quality loss. I have illustrated

the utility of this technique in the context of both POMDPs and Distributed POMDPs.

In single agent POMDPs, this idea translates to efficiently computing policies that are at

most ε (approximation parameter) away from the optimal value function. In distributed

POMDPs, the execution of the idea translates to computing policies that are at most ε (ap-

proximation parameter) away from a (tight) upper bound on the optimal value function

(computed by approximating the Distributed POMDP as a centralized Markov Decision

Problem or MDP). Both these techniques were shown to be faster than best known existing

solvers, while providing guarantees on solution quality missing in previous work.

The rest of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 contains a background of the

domains, models and algorithms used in this thesis. Chapter 3 explains the structure exploitation

of the dynamics of a domain in single agent POMDPs. Direct value approximation for POMDPs

is presented in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 provides the experimental results for the single agent

POMDP techniques. Chapter 6 elucidates the exploitation of network structure, while Chapter 7

contains an exposition for the direct value approximation technique for in distributed POMDPs.

3



Chapter 8 describes the structure exploitation of the dynamics for distributed POMDPs. Related

work is presented in detail in Chapter 9, while the conclusion is presented in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides a brief background on the experimental domains, the models employed,

and existing algorithms to solve the models.

2.1 Domains

To illustrate the applicability of my techniques, I have considered different types of domains.

These are personal assistant agents (Section 2.1.1), sensor networks (Section 2.1.2), an illustrative

tiger problem (Section 2.1.3) and other problems from literature.

2.1.1 Personal Assistant Agents (PAA)

Recent research has focused on individual agents or agent teams that assist humans in offices,

at home, in medical care and in many other spheres of daily activities [Schreckenghost et al.,

2002; Pollack et al., 2003b; htt, 2003; Scerri et al., 2002; Leong and Cao, 1998; Magni et al.,

1998]. Such agents must often monitor the evolution of a process or state over time (including

that of the human, the agents are deployed to assist) and make periodic decisions based on such

monitoring. For example, in office environments, agent assistants may monitor the location of

users in transit and make decisions such as delaying, canceling meetings or asking users for more

information [Scerri et al., 2002]. Similarly, in assisting with caring for the elderly [Pollack et al.,

2003b] and therapy planning [Leong and Cao, 1998; Magni et al., 1998], agents may monitor

users’ states/plans and make periodic decisions such as sending reminders. Henceforth in this

document, I refer to such agents as PAAs. Owing to the great promise of PAAs, addressing

decision making in these agents represents a critical problem.

Unfortunately, PAAs must monitor and make decisions despite significant uncertainty in their

observations (as the true state of the world may not be known explicitly) and actions (outcome of
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agents’ actions may be non-deterministic). Furthermore, actions have costs, e.g., delaying a meet-

ing has repercussions on attendees. Researchers have turned to decision-theoretic frameworks to

reason about costs and benefits under uncertainty. However, this research has mostly focused

on Markov decision processes (MDPs) [Scerri et al., 2002; Leong and Cao, 1998; Magni et al.,

1998], ignoring the observational uncertainty in these domains, and thus potentially degrading

agent performance significantly and/or requiring unrealistic assumptions about PAAs’ observa-

tional abilities. POMDPs address such uncertainty, but the long run-times for generating optimal

policies for POMDPs remains a significant hurdle in their use in PAAs.

A key PAA domain that we present here is the task management problem (TMP). This is a key

problem within CALO (Cognitive Agent that Learns and Organises), a software personal assistant

project [htt, 2003]. In this domain, a set of dependent tasks is to be performed by a group of users

before a deadline, e.g. a group of users are working on getting a paper done before the deadline.

Agents monitor the progress of their users, and help in finishing the tasks before a deadline by

doing reallocations at certain points in time. Furthermore, agents also make a decision on whom

to reallocate a task, thus they must monitor status of other users who are capable of doing it.

This problem is complicated as the agents need to reason about reallocation in the presence

of transitional and observational uncertainty. Transitional uncertainty arises because there is non-

determinism in the way users make progress. For example, a user might finish two units of

progress in one time unit, or might not do anything in one time unit. On the other hand, observa-

tional uncertainty is present because of two reasons:

1. Acquiring exact progress made on a task is difficult.

2. Knowing whether other (capable) users are free or not is difficult.

Agents can ask their users about the progress made, when there is a lot of uncertainty in the state.

When the user responds, agent knows the exact progress of the user on the task. This however

comes at a cost of disturbing the user and occurs only with a certain probability as users may

or may not respond to agent’s request. Thus each agent needs to find a strategy that guides its

operation at each time step, till the deadline. This strategy would consist of executing either a

“wait”, or “ask user”, or “reallocate” task to other users, at each time step. These reallocation

points are when a user is not making sufficient progress on the tasks. Agents decide on when

and whom to reallocate, based on the observations they obtain about the progress made by the

user on the task. These observations however are noisy, because it is difficult to acquire the exact

progress made by the user on a task.

POMDPs provide a framework to analyze and obtain policies in TMP type domains. In a

TMP, a POMDP policy can take into account the possibly uneven progress of different users, e.g.,

6



some users may make most of their progress well before the deadline, while others do the bulk of

their work closer to the deadline. In contrast, an instantaneous decision-maker cannot take into

account such dynamics of progress. For instance, consider a TMP scenario where there are five

levels of task progress x ∈ {0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00} and five decision points before the dead-

line t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Observations are five levels of task progress {0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00}
and time moves forward in single steps, i.e. T ([x, t], a, [x̃, t̃]) = 0 if t̃ 6= t + 1. While transition

uncertainty implies irregular task progress, observation uncertainty implies agent may observe

progress x as for instance x or x + 0.25 (unless x = 1.00). Despite this uncertainty in observing

task progress, a PAA needs to choose among waiting (W), asking user for info (A), or reallo-

cate task to other users(R). A POMDP policy tree that takes into account both the uncertainty

in observations and future costs of decisions, and maps observations to actions, for this scenario

is shown in Figure 2.1 (nodes=actions, links=observations). In more complex domains with ad-

ditional actions such as delaying deadlines, cascading effects of actions will require even more

careful planning afforded by POMDP policy generation.

One other key characteristic of TMP is that the human can restrict the usage of certain actions

in certain states, thus associating a reward of negative infinity with certain actions. Additionally,

a POMDP algorithm solving TMP problems needs to have the following characteristics: (a) A

plan for a pre-specified quality guarantee. (b) A quality bound valid for all possible starting belief

points. (c) A policy that can be computed efficiently.

W

A W W

R W

.......

.....

0.00

0.00 0.25

0.25 0.50 1.00

A W

.... .....

W

0.00 0.25 0.75 ....

W

W

Figure 2.1: Partial Sample Policy for a TMP

2.1.2 Distributed Sensor Network

In this section, I provide an illustrative problem within the distributed sensor net domain, moti-

vated by the real-world challenge in [Lesser et al., 2003]1. This is an important problem, because

of the wide applicability of sensor networks [Chintalapudi et al., 2005; S. Funiak and Sukthankar,
1For simplicity, this scenario focuses on binary interactions. However, the algorithms introduced in this thesis

allow n-ary interactions.
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2006] in many real world problems. One key example is the tracking of weather phenomena in

earth observing sensor webs. This is thus a pre-existing domain, one that has been attacked by

other multiagent researchers. One key aspect of this domain is the locality of interactions among

multiple agents and hence DCOP is a good formalism to model this domain. Owing to the ability

of DCOP algorithms to exploit locality in interactions, the algorithms developed are based on

DCOP algorithms.

Here, each sensor node can scan in one of four directions — North, South, East or West (see

Figure 2.2). To track a target and obtain associated reward, two sensors with overlapping scan-

ning areas must coordinate by scanning the same area simultaneously. Thus, the target position

constitutes a world state, and each sensor has four actions: scan-north, scan-south, scan-east,

scan-west. We assume that there are two independent targets and that each target’s movement

is uncertain and unaffected by the sensor agents. Based on the area it is scanning, each sensor

receives observations that can have false positives and false negatives. Each agent incurs a cost

for scanning whether the target is present or not, but no cost if it turns off.

As seen in this domain, each sensor interacts with only a limited number of neighboring

sensors. For instance, sensors 1 and 3’s scanning areas do not overlap, and cannot effect each

other except indirectly via sensor 2. The sensors’ observations and transitions are independent of

each other’s actions. Existing distributed POMDP algorithms are inefficient for such a domain

because they are not geared to exploit locality of interaction. Thus, they will have to consider all

possible action choices of even non-interacting agents in trying to solve the distributed POMDP.

Distributed constraint satisfaction (DisCSP) [Mailler and Lesser, 2004b; Modi et al., 2001] and

distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) [Mailler and Lesser, 2004a] have been applied to

sensor nets but they cannot capture the uncertainty in the domain.

Figure 2.2: Sensor net scenario: If present, target1 is in Loc1-1, Loc1-2 or Loc1-3, and target2 is
in Loc2-1 or Loc2-2.
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2.1.3 Illustrative Domain: Tiger Problem

This multiagent tiger problem from [Nair et al., 2003a] is an illustrative problem from the liter-

ature. Two agents are in a corridor facing two doors “left” and “right”. Behind one door lies a

hungry tiger, and behind the other lies a reward. The set of states, S, is {SL, SR}, where SL indi-

cates tiger behind the left door, and SR indicates tiger behind right door. The agents can jointly or

individually open either door. In addition, the agents can independently listen for the presence of

the tiger. Thus, the set of actions, A1 = A2 = {‘OpenLeft’, ‘OpenRight’, ‘Listen’}. The transition

function, P specifies that the problem is reset whenever an agent opens one of the doors. How-

ever, if both agents listen, the state remains unchanged. After every action each agent receives

an observation about the new state. The observation functions are identical and will return either

TL or TR with different probabilities depending on the joint action taken and the resulting world

state. For example, if both agents listen and the tiger is behind the left door (state is SL), each

agent independently receives the observation TL with probability 0.85 and TR with probability

0.15. For more details on this domain, refer to [Nair et al., 2003a].

2.1.4 Others

For single agent POMDPs, I have used the following domains: Tiger grid, Hallway, Hallway2,

Aircraft, Tag and Scotland yard. Of these problems Tiger-grid, Hallway, Hallway2, Aircraft, Tag

are benchmark problems from the literature [Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005].

Hallway, Hallway2, Aircraft and Tag are path planning problems from robotics. While Scot-

land yard is a problem derived from the scotland yard game, with 216 states, 16 actions and 6

observations (See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scotland Yard (board game)).

2.2 Models

I will assume readers are familiar with POMDPs and Distributed POMDPs; however, I will briefly

describe POMDPs and Distributed POMDPs to introduce my terminology and notation.

2.2.1 Single Agent POMDPs

A POMDP can be represented using the tuple {S, A, T,O,Ω, R}, where S is a finite set of states;

A is a finite set of actions; Ω is a finite set of observations; T (s, a, s′) provides the probability

of transitioning from state s to s′ when taking action a; O(s′, a, o) is probability of observing

o after taking an action a and reaching s′; R(s, a) is the reward function. A belief state b, is a

9



probability distribution over the set of states S. A value function over a belief state is defined as:

V (b) = maxa∈A {R(b, a) + β Σb′∈BT (b, a, b′)V (b′)}.

2.2.2 Distributed POMDPs: MTDP

The distributed POMDP model that we base our work on is MTDP [Pynadath and Tambe,

2002], however other models [Bernstein et al., 2000] could also be used. These distributed

POMDP models are more than just two single agent POMDPs working independently. In par-

ticular, given a team of n agents, an MTDP [Pynadath and Tambe, 2002] is defined as a tu-

ple: 〈S, A, P,Ω, O,R〉. S is a finite set of world states {s1, . . . , sm}. A = ×1≤i≤nAi, where

A1, . . . , An, are the sets of action for agents 1 to n. A joint action is represented as 〈a1, . . . , an〉.
P (si, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , sf ), the transition function, represents the probability that the current state is

sf , if the previous state is si and the previous joint action is 〈a1, . . . , an〉. Ω = ×1≤i≤nΩi is the

set of joint observations where Ωi is the set of observations for agents i. O(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ω),

the observation function, represents the probability of joint observation ω ∈ Ω, if the current

state is s and the previous joint action is 〈a1, . . . , an〉. We assume that observations of each

agent is independent of each other’s observations. Given the world state and joint actions, the

observation function can be expressed as O(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ω) = O1(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ω1) · . . . ·
On(s,〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ωn). The agents receive a single immediate joint reward R(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉)
which is shared equally.

Each agent i chooses its actions based on its local policy, πi, which is a mapping of its

observation history to actions. Thus, at time t, agent i will perform action πi(~ωt
i) where ~ωt

i =

ω1
i , . . . , ω

t
i . π = 〈π1, . . . , πn〉 refers to the joint policy of the team of agents. In this model,

execution is distributed but planning is centralized.

2.3 Existing Algorithms

In this section, I present some of the existing algorithms for solving POMDPs and Distributed

POMDPs that would be referred to in detail in later parts of this document.

2.3.1 Exact Algorithms for POMDPs

Currently, the most efficient exact algorithms for POMDPs are value iteration algorithms, specif-

ically GIP [Cassandra et al., 1997b] and RBIP [Feng and Zilberstein, 2004b, 2005]. These are

dynamic programming algorithms, which perform two steps at each iteration: (a) generating all
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potential policies and (b) pruning dominated policies to obtain a a minimal set of dominant poli-

cies called the parsimonious set. Figure 2.3.1 provides a pictorial depiction of these two steps,

where each line (in the graphs) represents the value vector corresponding to a policy. The first fig-

ure shows the dominated policies on the bottom of the graph (circled). These dominated policies

are computed by using linear programming.

Figure 2.3: Two steps of value iteration in GIP and RBIP

Given a parsimonious set (represented as value vectors corresponding to policies) at time t,

Vt, we generate the parsimonious set at time t − 1, Vt−1 as follows (notation similar to the one

used in [Cassandra et al., 1997b] and [Feng and Zilberstein, 2004b]):

1.
{

va,o,i
t−1 (s) = r(s, a)/|Ω|+ β Σs′∈SPr(o, s′|s, a)vi

t(s
′)
}

=: V̂a,o
t−1 where vi

t ∈ Vt.

2. Va,o
t−1 = PRUNE(V̂a,o

t−1)

3. Va
t−1 = PRUNE(· · · (PRUNE(Va,o1

t−1 ⊕ V
a,o2
t−1 ) · · · ⊕ Va,o|Ω|

t−1 )

4. Vt−1 = PRUNE(
⋃

a∈A Va
t−1)

Each PRUNE call executes a linear program (LP) which is recognized as a computation-

ally expensive phase in the generation of parsimonious sets [Cassandra et al., 1997b; Feng and

Zilberstein, 2004b]. Our approach effectively translates into obtaining speedups by reducing the

quantity of these calls.
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2.3.2 Approximate Algorithms for POMDPs

Here we concentrate on two of the most efficient approximation algorithms that provide quality

bounds, Point-Based Value Iteration (PBVI) [Pineau et al., 2003] and Heuristic Search Value

Iteration (HSVI) [Smith and Simmons, 2005]. In these algorithms, a policy computed for a

sampled set of belief points is extrapolated to the entire belief space. PBVI/HSVI are anytime

algorithms, where the set of belief points being planned for is expanded over time. The expansion

ensures that the belief points are uniformly distributed over the entire belief space. The heuristics

used to accomplish this belief set expansion differentiate PBVI and HSVI. However, to obtain

this set of belief points, both algorithms require specification of a starting belief point.

Since our approach (for solving POMDPs approximately) focusses on quality bounds, we

will discuss the quality bounds in PBVI/HSVI. For PBVI, this bound is provided by:

(Rmax −Rmin) ∗ εb/(1− γ)2,

where Rmax and Rmin represent the maximimum and minimum possible reward for any action

in any state and εb = maxb′∈∆minb∈B‖b − b′‖1, where ∆ is the entire belief space and B is

the set of belief points. Computing εb requires solving a Non-Linear Program, NLP (shown in

Algorithm 1). Although HSVI has a slightly different error bound, it still requires the same NLP

to be solved.

Algorithm 1 Non-Linear Program to obtain εb

Maximize εb

subject to the constraints
Σ1≤i≤|S|b[i] = 1
b[i] ≥ 0 and b[i] ≤ 1,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |S|}
εb < Σ1≤i≤|S| |b[i]− bk[i]| ,∀bk ∈ B

2.3.3 JESP algorithm for Distributed POMDPs

Given the NEXP-complete complexity of generating globally optimal policies for distributed

POMDPs [Bernstein et al., 2000], locally optimal approaches [Peshkin et al., 2000b; Chadès

et al., 2002; Nair et al., 2003a] have emerged as viable solutions. Since CS-JESP algorithm

(provided later) builds on JESP(Joint Equilibrium-Based Search for Policies) [Nair et al., 2003a]

algorithm, JESP is outlined below (Algorithm 2). The key idea is to find the policy that maximizes

the joint expected reward for one agent at a time, keeping policies of the other n− 1 agents fixed.

This process is repeated until an equilibrium is reached (local optimum is found). Multiple local
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optima are not encountered since planning is centralized. Key innovation in JESP is based on the

realization that if policies of all other n − 1 agents are fixed, then the remaining agent faces a

normal single-agent POMDP, but with an extended state space. Thus, in line 4, given a known

starting belief state, we use dynamic programming over belief states of this newer more complex

single-agent POMDP, to compute agent 1’s optimal response to fixed policies of the remaining

n− 1 agents.

Algorithm 2 JESP()
1: Π′ ← randomly selected joint policy, prevVal← value of Π′, conv← 0, Π← Π′

2: while conv 6= n do
3: for i← 1 to n do
4: val,Πi ← OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE(b, Π′, T )
5: if val = prevVal then
6: conv +← 1
7: else
8: Π′

i ← Πi, prevVal← val, conv← 1
9: end if

10: if conv = n then break
11: end for
12: end while
13: return Π

Figure 2.4: Trace of tiger scenario in JESP

The key is then to define the extended state in JESP. For a two agent case, for each time t, the

extended state of agent 1 is defined as a tuple et
1 =

〈
st, ~ωt

2

〉
, where ~ωt

2 is the observation history

of the other agent. By treating et
1 as the state of agent 1 at time t, we can define the transition

function and observation function for the resulting single-agent POMDP for agent 1 as follows:

P ′(et
1, a

t
1, e

t+1
1 ) =Pr(et+1

1 |et
1, a

t
1)

=P (st, (at
1, π2(~ωt

2)), s
t+1)

·O2(st+1, (at
1, π2(~ωt

2)), ω
t+1
2 ) (2.1)
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O′(et+1
1 , at

1, ω
t+1
1 ) =Pr(ωt+1

1 |et+1
1 , at

1)

=O1(st+1, (at
1, π2(~ωt

2)), ω
t+1
1 ) (2.2)

In other words, when computing agent 1’s best-response policy via dynamic programming

given the fixed policy of its teammate, we maintain a distribution over the extended states et
1,

rather than over the world states st. Figure 2.4 shows a trace of the belief state evolution for the

multi-agent tiger domain, described in Section 2.1.3, e.g. e2
1 of SL(TR) indicates an extended state

where the tiger is behind the left door and agent 2 has observed TR. However, as noted above, the

main shortcoming of this technique is that it computes a locally optimal policy assuming a fixed

starting belief state, and this assumption is embedded in its dynamic programming as shown in

line 4 of algorithm 2 — it does not generate policies over continuous belief spaces.
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Chapter 3

Exploiting structure in dynamics

This thesis aims to practically apply POMDPs to real world domains by introducing novel speedup

techniques that are particularly suitable for such settings. The key insight is that in some dynamic

domains where processes evolve over time, large but shifting parts of the belief space in POMDPs

(i.e., regions of uncertainty) remain unreachable. Thus, we can focus policy computation on this

reachable belief-space polytope that changes dynamically. For instance, consider a PAA mon-

itoring a user driving to a meeting. Given knowledge of user’s current location, the reachable

belief region is bounded by the maximum probability of the user being in different locations at

the next time step as defined by the transition function. Current POMDP algorithms typically

fail to exploit such belief region reachability properties. POMDP algorithms that restrict belief

regions fail to do so dynamically [Roy and Gordon, 2002; Hauskrecht and Fraser, 2000].

Our techniques for exploiting belief region reachability exploit three key domain character-

istics: (i) not all states are reachable at each decision epoch, because of limitations of physical

processes or progression of time; (ii) not all observations are obtainable, because not all states

are reachable; (iii) the maximum probability of reaching specific states can be tightly bounded.

We introduce polynomial time techniques based on Lagrangian analysis to compute tight bounds

on belief state probabilities. These techniques are complementary to most existing exact and

approximate POMDP algorithms. We enhance two state-of-the-art exact POMDP algorithms

[Cassandra et al., 1997a; Feng and Zilberstein, 2004a] delivering over an order of magnitude

speedup for a PAA domain.
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3.1 Dynamic Belief Supports

Our approach consists of three key techniques: (i) dynamic state spaces (DS); (ii) dynamic beliefs

(DB); (iii) dynamic disjunctive beliefs (DDB)1 These ideas may be used to enhance existing

POMDP algorithms such as GIP and RBIP. The key intuition is that for domains such as PAA,

progress implies a dynamically changing polytope (of belief states) remains reachable through

time, and policy computation can be speeded up by computing the parsimonious set over just this

polytope. The speedups are due to the elimination of policies dominant in regions outside this

polytope. DS provides an initial bound on the polytope, while DB (which captures DS) and DDB

provide tighter bounds on reachable belief states through a polynomial-time technique obtained

from Lagrangian analysis.

These techniques do not alter the relevant parsimonious set w.r.t. reachable belief states

and thus, yield an optimal solution over the reachable belief states. The resulting algorithms

(DS,DB,DDB) applied to enhance GIP are shown in Algorithm 3, where the functions GET-

BOUND and DB-GIP are the main additions, with significant updates in other GIP functions

(otherwise, the GIP descriptions follows [1,3]). We discuss our key enhancements in Algorithm 3

at the end of each subsection below. Our enhancements have currently been applied only to finite

horizon problems and their applicability to infinite horizon problems remains an issue for future

work.

3.1.1 Dynamic States(DS)

We first provide an intuitive explanation of DS using the example domain PAA. A natural method

for PAAs to represent a user’s state (such as in TMP) is with one consisting of a spatial element,

(in a TMP, capturing the progress of each task), and a temporal element, capturing the stage of

the decision. The transition matrix is then a static function of the state. This approach is used

in [Scerri et al., 2002] for an adjustable autonomy problem addressed with MDPs. We note that

in these kinds of domains, one cannot reach all states from a given state. For example, in the

TMP scenario presented in Section 2.1.1, if there are limits on how tasks progress (one cannot

advance more than one progress level in one time step, T ([x, t], a, [x̃, t+1]) = 0 if x̃−x > 0.25)

and we know that at t = 1 we are at either x = 0.00 or x = 0.25, then we know at t = 2,

x /∈ {0.75, 1.00} and at t = 3, x 6= 1.00.

Given this example, we now introduce the general concept of DS. The key insight is that

the state space at each point in time can be represented more compactly in a dynamic fashion.
1We also have a technique called Dynamic observations (DO) that was presented in an earlier paper [Varakantham

et al., 2005]
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Algorithm 3 DB-GIP
Func POMDP-SOLVE (L, S, A, T,Ω, O,R)

1: ({St}, {Ot}, {Bmax
t }) = DB-GIP (L, S, A, T,Ω, O,R)

2: t← L;Vt ← 0
3: for t = L to 1 do
4: Vt−1 = DP-UPDATE(Vt, t)
5: end for

Func DP-UPDATE (V, t)
1: for all a ∈ A do
2: Va

t−1 ← φ
3: for all ωt ∈ Ot do
4: for all vi

t ∈ V do
5: for all st−1 ∈ St−1 do
6: va,ωt,i

t−1 (st−1) = rt−1(st−1, a)/|Ot|+ γΣst∈StPr(ωt, st|st−1, a)vi
t(st)

7: end for
8: end for
9: Va,ωt

t−1 ← PRUNE({va,ωt,i
t−1 }, t)

10: end for
11: Va

t−1 ← PRUNE(Va
t−1 ⊕ V

a,ωt

t−1 , t)
12: end for
13: Vt−1 ← PRUNE(

⋃
a∈A Va

t−1, t)
14: return Vt−1

Func LP-DOMINATE(w,U, t)
1: LP vars: d, b(st)[∀st ∈ St]
2: LP max d subject to:
3: b · (w − u) ≥ d, ∀u ∈ U
4: Σst∈St

b(st)← 1
5: b(st) <= bmax

t (st); b(st) >= 0
6: if d ≥ 0 return b else return nil

Func BEST(b, U )
1: max← Inf
2: for all u ∈ U do
3: if (b · u > max) or ((b · u = max) and (u <lex w)) then
4: w ← u; max← b · u
5: end if
6: end for
7: return w

Func PRUNE(U, t)
1: W ← φ
2: while U 6= φ
3: u← any element in U
4: if POINT-DOMINATE(u, W, t) = true then
5: U ← U − u
6: else
7: b←LP-DOMINATE(u, W, t)
8: if b = nil then U ← U − u
9: else w ← BEST (b, U);W ←W

⋃
w;U ← U − w

10: end if
11: return W
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Func POINT-DOMINATE(w,U, t)
1: for all u ∈ U do
2: if w(st) ≤ u(st),∀st ∈ St then return true
3: end for
4: return false

Func DB-GIP(L, S, A, T,Ω, O,R)
1: t← 1; St =Set of starting states
2: for all st ∈ St do
3: bmax

t (st) = 1
4: end for
5: for t = 1 to L− 1 do
6: for all s ∈ St do
7: ADD-TO(St+1,REACHABLE-STATES(s, T ))
8: Ωt+1 = GET-RELEVANT-OBS(St+1, O)
9: C = GET-CONSTRAINTS (st)

10: bmax
t+1 (st+1) = MAXc∈C(GET-BOUND(st+1, c))

11: end for
12: end for
13: return ({St}, {Ωt}, {bmax

t })
Func GET-BOUND(st, constraint)

1: ymin = MINs∈St−1(constraint.c[s]/constraint.d[s])
2: ymax = MAXs∈St−1(constraint.c[s]/constraint.d[s])
3: INT = GET-INTERSECT-SORTED(constraint, ymin, ymax)
4: for all i ∈ INT do
5: Z = SORT(((i + ε) ∗ constraint.d[s]− constraint.c[s]),∀s ∈ St−1

6: sumBound = 1, numer = 0, denom = 0
7: /* IN ASCENDING ORDER */
8: for all z ∈ Z do
9: s = FIND-CORRESPONDING-STATE(z)

10: if sumBound− bound[st−1] > 0 then
11: sumBound− = bound[st−1]
12: numer+ = bound[st−1] ∗ constraint.c[st−1]
13: denom+ = bound[st−1] ∗ constraint.d[st−1]
14: end if
15: if sumBound− bound[st−1] <= 0 then
16: numer+ = sumBound ∗ constraint.c[st−1]
17: denom+ = sumBound ∗ constraint.d[st−1]
18: BREAK-FOR
19: end if
20: end for
21: if numer/denom > i and numer/denom < max then
22: return numer/denom
23: end if
24: end for
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This will require the transition matrix and reward function to be dynamic themselves. Given

knowledge about the initial belief space (e.g. possible beginning levels of task progress), we

show how we can obtain dynamic state spaces and also that this representation does not affect the

optimality of the POMDP solution. Let L be the length of a finite horizon decision process. Let

S be the set of all possible states that can be occupied during the process. At time t, let St ⊂ S

denote the set of all possible states that could occur at that time. Thus, for any reachable belief

state, we have
∑

st∈St
bt(st) = 1. Then, we can obtain St for t ∈ 1, . . . L inductively if we know

the set S0 ⊂ S for which s /∈ S0 ⇒ b0(s) = 0, as follows:

St+1 =
{
s′ ∈ S : ∃ a ∈ A, s ∈ St s.t. Tt(s, a, s′) > 0

}
(3.1)

The belief probability for a particular state s̃ at time t + 1 given a starting belief vector at time t

(bt) action (a) and observation (ω) can be expressed as follows:

bt+1(s̃) :=
Ot(s̃, a, ω)

∑
st∈St

Tt(st, a, s̃)bt(st)∑
st+1∈St+1

Ot(st+1, a, ω)
∑

st∈St
Tt(st, a, st+1)bt(st)

This implies that the belief vector bt+1 will have support only on St+1, i.e. s̃ /∈ St+1 ⇒ bt+1(s̃) =

0, if bt only has support in St and St+1 is generated as in (3.1). Thus, we can model a process

that migrates among dynamic state spaces {St}Lt=1 indexed by time or more accurately, the stage

of the decision process as opposed to a transitioning within static global state set S.

Proposition 1 Given S0, we can replace a static state space S with dynamic state spaces {St}
generated by (3.1), dynamic transition matrices and dynamic reward functions in a finite horizon

POMDP without affecting the optimality of the solution obtained using value function methods.

Proof. If we let Pt denote the set of policies available at time t, V p
t denote the value of policy p at

time t and, V ∗
t denote the value of the optimal policy at time t, we have V ∗

L (bL) = maxp∈PL
bL ·

αp
L where αp

L = [V p
L (s1) · · ·V p

L (s|S|)] for si ∈ S.

When t = L, we have V p
L (s) = RL(s, a(p)) where RL is the reward function at time L

and a(p) is the action prescribed by the policy p. Since bL(s) = 0 if s /∈ SL, then V ∗
L (bL) =

maxp∈PL
b̃L · α̃p

L where |b̃L| = |α̃p
L| = |SL| and α̃p

L = [V p
L (s̃1) · · ·V p

L (s̃|SL|)] for s̃i ∈ SL.

Calculating the value function at time L − 1, we have V ∗
L−1(bL−1) = maxp∈PL−1

bL−1 · αp
L−1

where αp
L−1 = [V p

L−1(s1) · · ·V p
L−1(s|S|)] for si ∈ S.

When t = L− 1, we have

V p
L−1(s) = RL−1(s, a(p)) + γ

∑
s′∈S TL−1(s, a(p), s′)

∑
ω∈Ω O(s′, a, ω)V pω

L (s′),
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where pω ∈ PL is the policy subtree of the policy tree p ∈ PL−1 when observing ω after

the initial action. Since bL−1(s) = 0 if s /∈ SL−1, then VL−1(bL−1) = maxp∈PL−1
b̃L−1 · α̃p

L−1

where |b̃L−1| = |α̃p
L−1| = |SL−1| and α̃p

L−1 = [V p
L (s̃1) · · ·V p

L (s̃|SL−1|]) for s̃i ∈ SL−1. Applying

this reasoning inductively, we can show that we only need V p
t (st) for st ∈ St. Furthermore, if

st ∈ St, then

V p
t (st) = Rt(st, a(p)) + γ

∑
st+1∈St+1

Tt(st, a(p), st+1)
∑
ω∈Ω

O(st+1, a, ω)V pω
t+1(st+1). (3.2)

Thus, we only need {V ω(p)
t+1 (st+1) : st+1 ∈ St+1}. �

The value functions expressed for beliefs over dynamic state spaces St have identical ex-

pected rewards as when using S. The advantage in this method is that in generating the set of

value vectors which are dominant at some underlying belief point (i.e. the parsimonious set)

at a particular iteration, we eliminate vectors that are dominant over belief supports that are not

reachable. This reduces the set of possible policies that need to be considered at the next iteration.

Line 6 of DB-GIP function and the DP-UPDATE function of Algorithm 3 provide the algorithm

for finding the dynamic states.

3.1.2 Dynamic Beliefs(DB)

By introducing dynamic state spaces, we are attempting to more accurately model the support on

which reachable beliefs will occur. We can make this process more precise by using information

about the initial belief distribution, the transition and observation probabilities to bound belief

dimensions with positive support. For example, if we know that our initial belief regarding task

progress can have at most 0.10 probability of being at 0.25 with the rest of the probability mass

on being at 0.00, we can find the maximum probability of being at 0.25 or 0.50 at the next stage,

given a dynamic transition matrix. Below we outline a polynomial-time procedure by which we

can obtain such bounds on belief support.

Figure 3.1.2 provides an example comparison of belief bounds obtained using DB and GIP.

In the figure, each rectangular box represents a state and the states in the one column represent

the states of the POMDP. Each column represents an iteration of dynamic programming and the

arrows between the boxes represent the transitions between states. The number inside each state

represents the maximum possible belief probability for a state at that iteration. With GIP, this

number remains 1 for all the states at all the iterations. While with DB, given the dynamics of the

domain, it is possible to obtain a configuration as shown in the figure on the right side.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of GIP and DB with respect to belief bounds

Let Bt ⊂ [0 1]|St| be a space such that P (bt /∈ Bt) = 0. That is, there exists no initial belief

vector and action/observation sequence of length t − 1 such that by applying the standard belief

update rule, one would get a belief vector bt not captured in the set Bt. Then, we have

bt+1(st+1) ≥ min
a∈A,o∈Ot,bt∈Bt

F (st+1, a, o, bt) =: bmin
t+1(st+1)

bt+1(st+1) ≤ max
a∈A,o∈Ot,bt∈Bt

F (st+1, a, o, bt) =: bmax
t+1 (st+1)

where F (st+1, a, o, bt) :=

Ot(st+1, a, o)
∑

st∈St
Tt(st, a, st+1)bt(st)∑

s̃t+1∈St+1
Ot(s̃t+1, a, o)

∑
st∈St

Tt(st, a, s̃t+1)bt(st)

Thus, if

Bt+1 = [bmin
t+1(s1)bmax

t+1 (s1)]× · · · × [bmin
t+1(s|St+1|)b

max
t+1 (s|St+1|)],

then we have P (bt+1 /∈ Bt+1) = 0.

We now show how bmax
t+1 (st+1) (and similarly bmin

t+1(st+1)) can be generated through a polynomial-

time procedure deduced from Lagrangian methods. Given an action a and observation ω, we can

express the problem as

max
bt∈Bt

ba,ω
t+1(st+1) s.t. ba,ω

t+1(st+1) = cT bt/dT bt
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where c(s) = Ot(st+1, a, ω)Tt(st, a, st+1) and

d(s) =
∑

st+1∈St+1
Ot(st+1, a, ω)Tt(st, a, st+1). We rewrite the problem in terms of the new

variables as follows:

min
x

(
−cT x/dT x

)
s.t.

∑
i

xi = 1, 0 ≤ xi ≤ bmax
t (si) =: x̄i − (3)

where
∑

i b
max
t (si) ≥ 1 to ensure existence of a feasible solution. Expressing this problem as a

Lagrangian, we have

L =
(
−cT x/dT x

)
+ λ(1−

∑
i

xi) +
∑

i

µ̄i(xi − x̄i)−
∑

i

µixi

from which the KKT conditions imply

xk = x̄k λ =[(cT x)dk − (dT x)ck]/(dT x)2 + µ̄k

0 < xk < x̄k λ =[(cT x)dk − (dT x)ck]/(dT x)2

xk = 0 λ =[(cT x)dk − (dT x)ck]/(dT x)2 − µk.

Because λ is identical in all three conditions and µ̄k and µk are non-negative for all k, the

component with the lowest value of (dT x)λ = [(cT x)/(dT x)]dk − ck must receive a maximal

allocation (assuming x̄k < 1) or the entire allocation otherwise. For example, if size of state

space is 3 and the values of the expression [(cT x)/(dT x)]dk − ck for different values of k are 5,

6, 7 (assuming a state space of 3). Since all the λs (over all xk) are identical, the above values

need to be made equal by deciding on the allocations for each of the xks. Since
∑

k xk = 1,

it cannot be the case that all these values are reduced, since reduction happens only in the third

equation for λ where xk = 0 (since there is a subtraction of non negative variable µk). Thus, it

is imperative that smaller of these values increase. As can be observed from the equations of λ,

values can be increased only in the case of xk = x̄k (since there is a non negative variable µ̄k in

the equation), and hence full allocation for smaller values of (dT x)λ = [(cT x)/(dT x)]dk − ck.

Using this reasoning recursively, we see that if x∗ is an extremal point (i.e. a candidate

solution), then the values of its components {xk} must be constructed by giving as much weight

possible to components in the order prescribed by zk = ydk − ck, where y = (cT x∗)/(dT x∗).

Given a value of y, one can construct a solution by iteratively giving as much weight as possible

(without violating the equality constraint) to the component not already at its bound with the

lowest zk.
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The question then becomes finding the maximum value of y which yields a consistent so-

lution. We note that y is the value we are attempting to maximize, which we can bound with

ymax = maxi ci/di and ymin = mini ci/di. We also note that for each component k, zk describes

a line over the support [ymin, ymax]. We can then find the set of all points where the set of lines

described by {zk} intersect. There can be at most (N − 1)N/2 intersections points. We can then

partition the support [ymin, ymax] into disjoint intervals using these intersection points yielding at

most (N−1)N/2+1 regions. In each region, there is a consistent ordering of {zk} which can be

obtained in polynomial time. An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 3.1.2. Beginning with

the region furthest to the right on the real line, we can create the candidate solution implied by

the ordering of {zk} in that region and then calculate the value of y for that candidate solution.

If the obtained value of y does not fall within region, then the solution is inconsistent and we

move to the region immediately to the left. If the obtained value of y does fall within the region,

then we have the candidate extremal point which yields the highest possible value of y, which

is the solution to the problem. By using this technique we can dynamically propagate forward

bounds on feasible belief states. Line 12 and 13 of the DB-GIP function in Algorithm 3 provide

the procedure for DB. The GET-CONSTRAINTS function on Line 12 gives the set of cT and dT

vectors for each state at time t for each action and observation.

y

z

z

z

z

y ymin max

z

1

2

3

4

Figure 3.2: Partition Procedure for Solving Belief Maximization Lagrangian

In the belief maximization equation of (3), if bmax
t (si) is equal to 1 for all states si, then it can

be easily proved that the maximum value is equal to maxk ck/dk. Thus this special case doesn’t

even require the complexity of the lagrangian method, and can be solved in O(|S|log(|S|)). How-

ever, if the maximum possible value of belief probability in the previous stage is not equal to 1,

maxk ck/dk can serve only as a bound and not the exact maximum. A simple improvement to
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of DDB vs DB

the above method is assigning xks their maximum value (until the sum is 1) based on the order of

ck/dk. However, as can be seen in the example below, this method doesn’t yield the maximum.

max ((0.6x1 + 0.3x2 + 0.7x3) / (0.8x1 + 0.5x2 + 0.9x3))

s.t. 0 < x1 < 0.8, 0 < x2 < 0.6, 0 < x3 < 0.5,
∑

i

xi = 1

By using dynamic beliefs, we increase the costs of pruning by adding some constraints. However,

there is an overall gain because we are looking for dominant vectors over a smaller support and

this reduces the cardinality of the parsimonious set, leaving fewer vectors to consider at the next

iteration.

3.1.3 Dynamic Disjunctive Beliefs(DDB)

The key insight in DB is that given a bounded set of beliefs at the beginning of the problem, there

are many beliefs that are not possible at later stages. By eliminating reasoning about policies that

are optimal at unreachable beliefs, run-time can be improved significantly without sacrificing

the quality of the solution. This is accomplished by performing the pruning operation over the

reachable belief polytope rather than the entire simplex. In DB, we outlined the procedure to

obtain the maximum belief to be assigned to a particular state at a particular epoch for a particular

action and observation. Let us denote this as ba,ω,max
t+1 (s), which is the output of the constrained

optimization problem solved with Lagrangian techniques. We can similarly find the minimum

possible belief.

In DB, the dynamic belief polytope for an epoch t is created as follows:
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1. Find the maximum and minimum possible belief for each state over all actions and obser-

vations: bmax
t+1 (s) = maxa,ω ba,ω,max

t+1 (s), bmin
t+1(s) = maxa,ω ba,ω,min

t+1 (s).

2. Create a belief polytope that combines these bounds over all states: Bt+1 =

[bmin
t+1(s1) bmax

t+1 (s1)]× · · · × [bmin
t+1(s|S|) bmin

t+1(s|S|)].

While this is an appropriate bound in that any belief outside this is not possible given the

initial beliefs, transition probabilities and observation probabilities, it is possible to make an even

tighter expression of the feasible beliefs. We refer to this new method for reducing feasible

beliefs as Dynamic Disjunctive Belief (DDB) bounds. The disjunctions are due to the fact that

future beliefs depend on particular action-observation pairs (max is over a, ω in (1) above). By

eliminating the conditioning on actions and observations, we may be including infeasible beliefs.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.3, for a two-observation, two-action system over a two-dimensional

support. We see that BDB
t , while smaller than the entire space of potential beliefs, is larger than

necessary as it is not possible to believe anything outside of ∪i=1,2B
ai,ωi
t . Thus, we introduce the

DDB method for computing feasible belief spaces:

1. Obtain ba,ω,max
t+1 (s) and ba,ω,min

t+1 (s), ∀a ∈ A, ω ∈ Ω

2. Create multiple belief polytopes, one for each action-observation pair, as follows:Bai,ωi
t+1 =

[bai,ωi,min
t+1 (s1) bai,ωi,max

t+1 (s1)] × · · · × [bai,ωi,min
t+1 (s|S|) bai,ωi,max

t+1 (s|S|)].

The feasible belief space is then BDDB
t = ∪a,wBa,w

t . However, this is disjunctive and cannot

be expressed in the LP that is used for pruning. Instead, we prune over each Ba,w
t and take the

union of dominant vectors for these supports. This increases the number of LP calls for a fixed

epoch but the LPs cover smaller spaces and will yield fewer vectors at the end. Figure 3.1.3

provides an instance from the example in Figure 2.3.1, where DB and DDB provide improved

performance when compared against GIP. With GIP the parsimonious set consisted of six policies.

However, given a belief bound of 0.2-0.8 with DB, the parsimonious set only consists of four

policies as opposed to six. Similarly with DDB, if we assume there were two small regions

(corresponding to the region 0.2-0.8) 0.2-0.3 and 0.7-0.8(say). In this instance, the parsimonious

set obtained with DDB would only consist of two policies. This reduction in the size of the

parsimonious set provides improvement in performance because of the cascade effect it has on

the sizes of the parsimonious set at future iterations.

I will present the experimental results for these techniques (DS, DB, DDB) in chapter 5.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of pruning in DB and DDB when compared against GIP
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Chapter 4

Direct value approximation for POMDPs

Approximate algorithms, a currently popular approach, address the significant computational

complexity in POMDP policy generation by sacrificing solution quality for speed [Pineau et al.,

2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005; Zhou and Hansen, 2001; Hauskrecht, 2000a]. Furthermore,

most of the approximate algorithms do not provide any guarantees on the quality loss and the

ones (point-based approaches [Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005]) which provide

expressions for error bounds have the following drawbacks: (a) The bounds in these point-based

approximation algorithms are based on maximum and minimum possible single-stage reward,

which can take extreme values, leading to a very loose bound which is not useful in many do-

mains, especially in those that have penalties (e.g., Rmin � 0). (b) The computation of the

bound for a particular policy is itself a potentially significant expense (e.g., requiring a non-linear

program). (c) The algorithms cannot guarantee that they will yield a policy that can achieve a

pre-specified error bound.

This earlier work in approximately solving POMDPs has focused primarily on sampling the

belief space, and finding policies corresponding to a sampled set of belief points. These policies

are then extrapolated to the entire belief space [Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005;

Zhou and Hansen, 2001; Hauskrecht, 2000a]. On the contrary, we propose an approach, Expected

Value Approximation (EVA), that approximates policies directly based on the their expected val-

ues. Thus, this approach to approximation is beneficial in domains that require tight bounds on

solution quality. Furthermore, EVA provides a bound that does not depend on the maximum and

minimum possible rewards (Rmax and Rmin).

The value function in a POMDP is piecewise linear and can be expressed by a set of vectors

(representative of policies). Approximate algorithms generate smaller vector sets (and thus, a

reduced policy space) than the optimal sets. Existing approaches generate these vector sets by

sampling the possible beliefs and finding the vectors that dominate over this space. However in

EVA, we approximate directly in the value space by representing the optimal set of vectors with
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a set of vectors whose expected reward will be within a desired bound of the optimal reward. In

a multi-stage decision process, solved using dynamic programming techniques, the reduction of

vectors at one stage can result in fewer vectors getting generated at future stages. This can result

in the improvement of overall performance, because pruning (the most expensive step in solving

a POMDP) requires fewer number of steps for the reduced set.

4.1 EVA Algorithm

The value function in a POMDP is piecewise linear and can be expressed by a set of vectors. Ap-

proximate algorithms generate fewer vector sets than the optimal algorithms. Existing approaches

generate these reduced vector sets by sampling the belief space and finding the vectors that ap-

ply only at these points. In our approach, Expected Value Approximation (EVA), we choose a

reduced set of vectors by approximating the value space with a subset of vectors whose expected

reward will be within a desired bound of the optimal reward.

Using an approximation (subset) of the optimal parsimonious set will lead to lower expected

quality at some set of belief points. Let ε denote the maximum loss in quality we will allow at

any belief point. We henceforth refer to any vector set that is at most ε away from the optimal

value at all points in the belief space (as illustated in Fig 4.1) as an ε-parsimonious set. The key

problem in EVA is to determine this ε-parsimonious set efficiently.

To that end, we employ a heuristic that extends the pruning strategies presented in GIP. In

GIP, a parsimonious set V corresponding to a set of vectors, U is obtained in three steps:

1. Initialize the parsimonious set V with the dominant vectors at the simplex points.

2. For some chosen vector u ∈ U , execute a LP to compute the belief point b where u domi-

nates the current parsimonious set V .

3. Compute the vector u′ with highest expected value in the set U at the belief point, b; remove

vector u′ from U and add it to V .

EVA modifies the first two steps, to obtain the ε-parsimonious set:

1. Since we are interested in representing the optimal parsimonious set with as few vectors as

possible, the initialization process only selects one vector over the beliefs in the simplex

extrema. We choose a vector with the highest expected value at the most number of simplex

belief points, choosing randomly to break ties.

2. The LP is modified to check for ε-dominance, i.e., dominating all other vectors by ε at

some belief point. Algorithm 4 provides a modified LP with bmax
t and bmin

t .
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Algorithm 4 LP-DOMINATE(w,U, bmax
t , bmin

t , ε)
1: variables: d, b(st) ∀st ∈ St

2: maximize d
3: subject to the constraints
4: b · (w − u) ≥ d + ε,∀u ∈ U
5: Σst∈Stb(st) = 1, b(st) ≤ bmax

t (st), b(st) ≥ bmin
t (st)

6: if d ≥ 0 return b else return nil

The key difference between the LP used in GIP and the one in Algorithm 4 is the ε in RHS

of line 4 which checks for expected value dominance of the given vector w over a vector u ∈ U .

Including ε as part of the RHS constrains w to dominate other vectors by at least ε. In the follow-

ing propositions, we prove the correctness of the EVA algorithm and the error bound provided by

EVA. Let Vε and V∗ denote the ε-parsimonious and optimal parsimonious set, respectively.

Proposition 2 ∀b ∈ ∆, the entire belief space, if vε
b = arg maxvε∈Vε vε·b and v∗b = arg maxv∗∈V∗ v∗·

b, then vε
b · b + ε ≥ v∗b · b.

Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Assume ∃b ∈ ∆ such that vε
b · b + ε < v∗b · b. This implies

vε
b 6= v∗b , and v∗b /∈ Vε. We now consider the situation(s) when v∗b is considered by EVA. At these

instants, there will be a current parsimonious set V and a set of vectors still to be considered U .

Let

b̂ = arg max
b̃∈∆
{min

v∈V
(v∗b · b̃− v · b̃)}

be the belief point at which v∗b is best w.r.t. V . Let

v̂b̂ = arg max
v∈V

v · b̂

be the vector in V which is best at b̂. Let

ûb̂ = arg max
u∈U

u · b̂

be the vector in U which is best at b̂. There are three possibilities:

1. v∗b · b̂ < v̂b̂ · b̂ + ε: This implies v∗b · b̂− v̂b̂ · b̂ < ε. By the definition of b̂, we have

v∗b · b− v̂b · b < v∗b · b̂− v̂b̂ · b̂ < ε
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where v̂b = arg maxv∈V v · b. This implies

v∗b · b < v̂b · b + ε ≤ vε
b · b + ε,

which is a contradiction.

2. v∗b · b̂ ≥ v̂b̂ · b̂ + ε and v∗b · b̂ ≥ û · b̂: This means v∗b would have been included in the

ε-parsimonious set, v∗b ∈ Vε, which is a contradiction.

3. v∗b · b̂ ≥ v̂b̂ · b̂ + ε and v∗b · b̂ < û · b̂: û will be included in V and v∗b is returned to U to be

considered again until one of previous two terminal conditions occur. �

V !(b)
!

V (b)

b

VECTOR OF OPTIMAL SET

VECTOR OF APPROXIMATE SET

V !(b)

Figure 4.1: EVA: An example of an ε-parsimonious set

Proposition 3 The error introduced by EVA at each stage of the policy computation, is bounded

by 2ε|Ω| for GIP-type cross-sum pruning.

Proof. The EVA algorithm introduces an error of ε in a parsimonious set whenever a pruning

operation (PRUNE) is performed, due to Proposition 2. In GIP, there are three pruning steps at

each stage of policy computation.

1. Va,o = PRUNE(Va,o,i): After this step, each Va,o is at most ε away from optimal ∀a,∀o.

2. Va = PRUNE(· · · (PRUNE(Va,o1 ⊕ Va,o2) · · · ⊕ Va,o|Ω|): We begin with Va,o1 which

is away from optimal by at most ε. Each pruning operation adds 2ε to the bound (ε for the

new term Va,oi and ε for the PRUNE). There are |Ω| − 1 prune operations. Thus, each

Va,o is away from the optimal by at most 2ε(|Ω| − 1) + ε.

3. V ′ = PRUNE(
⋃

a∈A Va): The error of
⋃

a∈A Va is bounded by the error of Va. The

PRUNE adds ε, leading to a total one-stage error bound of 2ε|Ω|. �
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Proposition 4 The total error introduced by EVA (for GIP-type cross-sum pruning) is bounded

by 2ε|Ω|T for a T -horizon problem.

Proof. Let V ε
t (b) and V ∗

t (b) denote the EVA-policy and optimal value function, respectively, at

time t. If Aε
t ⊆ A, is the set of actions at the roots of all policy-trees associated with Vε

t , the EVA

vector set for time t and et = maxb∈B{V ∗
t (b)− V ε

t (b)}, then, V ε
t−1(b) =

=maxa∈Aε
t
{R(b, a) + Σb′∈BP (b′|b, a)V ε

t (b′)}

≥maxa∈Aε
t
{R(b, a) + Σb′∈BP (b′|b, a)V ∗

t (b′)}

− Σb′∈BP (b′|b, a)et

=maxa∈Aε
t
{R(b, a) + Σb′∈BP (b′|b, a)V ∗

t (b′)} − et

≥maxa∈A{R(b, a) + Σb′∈BP (b′|b, a)V ∗
t (b′)} − 2ε|Ω| − et

=V ∗
t−1(b)− 2ε|Ω| − et

The last inequality is due to Proposition 2, and the other relations are by definition. The above

implies that et−1 = et + 2ε|Ω| and with eT = 2ε|Ω|, we have the error for the EVA-policy at the

beginning of execution, e1 = 2ε|Ω|T (the total error bound for EVA). �

Similarly, it can be proved that for γ-discounted infinite horizon problems, the total error

bound is 2ε|Ω|
1−γ .

I present the experimental results for EVA combined with the belief bound techniques in

chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Results for DS, DB, DDB and EVA

This chapter focuses on experimental results with the techniques introduced in chapters 3 and 4.

While these techniques could be used in conjunction with different exact algorithms, including

both GIP and RBIP, in this chapter we will focus on enhancing the GIP algorithm. All our

enhancements were implemented over GIP 1 We implemented over GIP, as our enhancements

over GIP performed better than over RBIP [Varakantham et al., 2005]. Thus in the following

paragraphs, DS refers to GIP+DS, DB to GIP+DB, DDB to GIP+DDB and EVA to EVA+GIP.

All the experiments2 compare the performance (run-time) of GIP, RBIP and our enhancements

over GIP. The experimental setup consisted of 10 TMP problems. Each problem had pre-specified

run-time upper limit of 20000 seconds.

We conducted two sets of experiments with regards to the enhancements presented in Chap-

ter 3 and Chapter 4. The first set of experiments focused on the Task Management Problem

(TMP) [Varakantham et al., 2005] in software personal assistant domains. In comparing with

other algorithms, it is useful to recall from chapter 2, that this domain has a reward of negative

infinity associated with certain actions. As suggested earlier in chapter 2, a POMDP algorithm

solving TMP problems needs to have the following characteristics: (a) Compute policy for a pre-

specified quality bound; (b) This bound must hold for all possible starting belief points – because

we may start the problem in any possible starting belief states; (c) Efficiency of policy computa-

tion is of the essence because if agents require significant amounts of computation prior to each

task allocation, then that could hinder human task performance.

Existing approaches to solving POMDPs have limited applicability in this domain. Approx-

imate approaches provide trivial bounds owing to the presence of the negative infinity reward

(Rmin). Furthermore, algorithms like PBVI (and HSVI) can provide a guarantee on solution
1Our enhancements were implemented over Anthony Cassandra’s POMDP solver

“http://pomdp.org/pomdp/code/index.shtml.
2Machine specs for all experiments: Intel Xeon 2.8 GHZ processor, 2GB RAM, Linux Redhat 8.1
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quality corresponding to a fixed starting belief point only, thus failing in (b) above. Though exact

algorithms provide quality guarantees, they do so at the cost of computational complexity, losing

out on (c). Our belief bound techniques along with EVA, though limited in their applicability

individually in these problems, can in combination handle the constraints mentioned above.

Figure 5.1: Comparison of performance of EVA+DS, EVA+DB, and EVA+DDB for ε=0.01

Figure 5.2: Comparison of performance of EVA+DS, EVA+DB, and EVA+DDB for ε=0.02
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of performance of EVA+DS, EVA+DB, and EVA+DDB for ε=0.03

None of GIP, RBIP, EVA, DS, DB, DDB terminated within the prespecified limit of 20,000

seconds for either of the problems. EVA was run with a low error bound to illustrate the utility

of DS, DB and DDB techniques. We combined our exact enhancements (DS, DB, DDB) with

EVA. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 provides the comparison of performances of these combined

techniques for varying ε values in EVA. In Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, x-axis indicates the TMP

problems, while the y-axis indicates the time to solution in seconds. The three bars, shown

for each problem, indicate the run-times of EVA+DS, EVA+DB, and EVA+DDB. All the three

figures clearly illustrate the dominance of DDB over DB and DS. For instance in Figure 5.1,

EVA+DDB provides 66.9-fold speedup over EVA+DS and 33.4-fold speedup for TMP problem

8. The key to note is that none of the original techniques worked within the 20000 seconds limit,

and thus that EVA+DDB runs in less than 100 seconds and often is not visible on the chart shows

the significant speedups obtained by EVA+DDB.

Second set of experiments illustrate the utility of EVA in other kinds of problems that do

not have all the constraints of TMP. We considered problems that did not have any rewards of

negative infinity and where quality bound was desired for a given starting belief point. For this, we

provide comparisons with approximate approaches that provide quality bounds. We experimented

with five problems: Tiger-grid, Hallway, Hallway2, Aircraft (from Anthony Cassandra’s website)
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and Scotland yard3. Figure 5.4 provides comparisons against PBVI4. In Figure 5.4, the x-axis

indicates the problem, and the y-axis indicates the time taken to solution on a log scale. For

each problem, the first bar is the time for solving the NLP(computing error bound) in PBVI; the

second and third bars are run-times of PBVI and EVA for a fixed error bound; the fourth bar is

the run-time for EVA for a tighter bound (half of the bound used for bars 2 and 3). The time taken

by PBVI for each problem is the sum of first and second bars.

The first aspect of comparison is the time overhead in computing the error bounds. In EVA,

error bound computation is negligible as it requires only a multiplication and hence is not pre-

sented in the figure. However for PBVI, it can be noted from first bars of Figure 5.4 that this

takes a non-trivial amount of time and in some cases is comparable to the time taken by PBVI.

For instance in Hallway2, the NLP (first bar) takes 143 seconds, which is 1/4 of PBVI’s run-time

(second bar). More importantly, the error bound computation time is comparable to the time

taken by EVA.

The second point of the study is the run-time performance of the actual algorithms (not in-

cluding the time taken for error bound computation). Due to the dependence of point-based

algorithms (PBVI and HSVI) on the starting belief point, all results for PBVI are averaged over

ten randomly generated starting beliefs. Furthermore, to avoid punishing PBVI (in terms of run-

time) for planning multiple times, we removed the anytime nature of PBVI, i.e., made it to plan

for a set of belief points (computed according to the belief point selection heuristic from [Pineau

et al., 2003]) that provides the given error bound.

Figure 5.4: Run time comparison of EVA and PBVI
3Problem inspired from scotland yard game (216 s,16 a,6 o)
4We do not have results with HSVI2, an approach that is shown to better than PBVI. However, it should be noted

that the run-time and quality results presented here are only to indicate that EVA can provide comparable performance
to existing approaches while providing quality bound advantages
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Second and third bars for each problem in Figure 5.4 provide this run-time comparison of

EVA and PBVI for a given quality bound on the solution. It shows that EVA outperforms PBVI.

For instance, the speedup obtained with EVA is 59.6-fold for Hallway. We also experimented with

the “Tag” problem from [Pineau et al., 2003]. PBVI could not finish within the pre-specified limit

of 2000 seconds, while EVA terminated within 700 seconds with a quality of -9.19(approximately

equal to the value reported in [Pineau et al., 2003]).

PBVI EVA EVA
(same bound) (same time)

Tiger-Grid -1.692 -1.62 -1.420
Hallway 0.122 0.118 0.267
Hallway2 0.038 0.027 0.08
Aircraft 7.416 7.416 7.416

Scotland Yard 0.073 -0.377 0.214

Table 5.1: Comparison of expected value for PBVI and EVA

In PBVI, there is no clear dominance of one belief-point-selection heuristic over the others

[Pineau et al., 2003; Pineau and Gordon, 2005] for all the problems. However, there is dominance

of certain heuristics on some problems in terms of both quality and time to solution. To account

for this, we provide a comparison of PBVI, assuming that it provided a much tighter bound (half

of the actual bound). In other words, given that a heuristic may improve PBVI solution quality by

100look at half of the actual bound for a comparison. Values in the fourth bar (for each problem)

of Figure 5.4 indicate that EVA outperforms PBVI even in that case. For instance, there is still a

27.3-fold speedup for hallway.

Table 5.1 presents the third aspect of comparison between PBVI and EVA: actual solution

quality. For the same error bound on solution quality, PBVI (column 2) performs better for

Hallway, Hallway2 and Scotland Yard, while EVA (column 3) performs better for Tiger-Grid.

However, if the restriction is on time to solution, EVA (column 4) obtains higher quality than

PBVI in all five problems. For instance, PBVI obtains a quality of 0.122, while EVA obtains

a quality of 0.267 for the Hallway problem. Thus the key point made here is that EVA runs

faster for the same quality bound, but the actual solution quality is not always better than PBVI.

However for a given time to solution, EVA obtains better quality than PBVI in all the problems.
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Chapter 6

Exploiting interaction structure in Distributed POMDPs

In this chapter, I continue the theme of exploiting structure for efficiency, but now in distributed

POMDPs. The structure exploited is in the interactions between the agents of a distributed

POMDP. Earlier, researchers have attempted two different approaches to address the complexity

of distributed POMDPs. First type of algorithms sacrifice global optimality and instead concen-

trate on local optimality [Nair et al., 2003a; Peshkin et al., 2000a]. On the other hand, the second

kind of approaches have focused on restricted types of domains, e.g. with transition independence

or collective observability [Becker et al., 2003, 2004]. While these approaches have led to useful

advances, the complexity of the distributed POMDP problem has limited most experiments to a

central policy generator planning for just two agents.

We introduce a third complementary approach called Networked Distributed POMDPs (ND-

POMDPs), that is motivated by domains such as distributed sensor nets [Lesser et al., 2003],

distributed UAV teams and distributed satellites, where an agent team must coordinate under un-

certainty, but with agents having strong locality in their interactions. For example, within a large

distributed sensor net, small subsets of sensor agents must coordinate to track targets. To exploit

such local interactions, ND-POMDPs combine the planning under uncertainty of POMDPs with

the local agent interactions of distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) [Modi et al., 2003b;

Maheswaran et al., 2004; Yokoo and Hirayama, 1996]. DCOPs have successfully exploited lim-

ited agent interactions in multiagent systems, with over a decade of algorithm development. Dis-

tributed POMDPs benefit by building upon such algorithms that enable distributed planning, and

provide algorithmic guarantees. DCOPs benefit by enabling (distributed) planning under uncer-

tainty — a key DCOP deficiency in practical applications such as sensor nets [Lesser et al., 2003].

Taking inspiration from DCOP algorithms, we provide two algorithms for ND-POMDPs, a

locally optimal algorithm, LID-JESP and a global optimal algorithm, GOA. First, within LID-

JESP we present two ways of exploiting the locality of interaction, namely DBA/DSA and HLD.

DBA/DSA exploits the external interaction structure, by combining the existing JESP algorithm
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of Nair et al. [Nair et al., 2003a] and DCOP algorithms, Distributed Breakout Algorithm (DBA)

and its stochastic variant, Distributed Stochastic Algorithm(DSA) [Yokoo and Hirayama, 1996].

This approach thus combines the dynamic programming of JESP with the innovation that it uses

distributed policy generation instead of JESP’s centralized policy generation. On the other hand,

hyper-link-based decomposition (HLD) exploits the structure introduced inside an agent, because

of the interaction graph. Concretely, this method works by decomposing each agent’s local op-

timization problem into loosely-coupled optimization problems for each hyper-link. This allows

us to further exploit the locality of interaction, resulting in faster run times for both DBA and

DSA without any loss in solution quality.

Finally, by empirically comparing the performance of the algorithm with benchmark algo-

rithms that do not exploit network structure, we illustrate the gains in efficiency made possible by

exploiting network structure in ND-POMDPs. Through detailed experiments, we show how this

can result in speedups without sacrificing on solution quality. We also present detailed complexity

results that indicate the difference introduced because of exploiting interaction structure.

6.1 ND-POMDPs

We define an ND-POMDP to be a specialization of MTDP as follows. In particular, we define

ND-POMDP as a group Ag of n agents as a tuple 〈S, A, P,Ω, O,R, b〉, where S = ×1≤i≤nSi ×
Su is the set of world states. Si refers to the set of local states of agent i and Su is the set of

unaffectable states. Unaffectable state refers to that part of the world state that cannot be affected

by the agents’ actions, e.g. environmental factors like target locations that no agent can control.

A = ×1≤i≤nAi is the set of joint actions, where Ai is the set of action for agent i.

We assume a transition independent distributed POMDP model, where the transition function

is defined as P (s, a, s′) = Pu(su, s′u) ·
∏

1≤i≤n Pi(si, su, ai, s
′
i), where a = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 is the

joint action performed in state s = 〈s1, . . . , sn, su〉 and s′ = 〈s′1, . . . , s′n, s′u〉is the resulting

state. Agent i’s transition function is defined as Pi(si, su, ai, s
′
i) = Pr(s′i|si, su, ai) and the

unaffectable transition function is defined as Pu(su, s′u) = Pr(s′u|su). Becker et al. [Becker

et al., 2004] also relied on transition independence, and Goldman and Zilberstein [Goldman and

Zilberstein, 2004] introduced the possibility of uncontrollable state features. In both works, the

authors assumed that the state is collectively observable, an assumption that does not hold for our

domains of interest.
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Ω = ×1≤i≤nΩi is the set of joint observations where Ωi is the set of observations for agents i.

We make an assumption of observational independence, i.e., we define the joint observation func-

tion as O(s, a, ω) =
∏

1≤i≤n Oi(si, su, ai, ωi), where s = 〈s1, . . . , sn, su〉, a = 〈a1, . . . , an〉,
ω = 〈ω1, . . . , ωn〉, and Oi(si, su, ai, ωi) = Pr(ωi|si, su, ai).

The reward function, R, is defined as R(s, a) =
∑

l Rl(sl1, . . . , slk, su, 〈al1, . . . , alk〉), where

each l could refer to any sub-group of agents and k = |l|. In the sensor grid example, the

reward function is expressed as the sum of rewards between sensor agents that have overlap-

ping areas (k = 2) and the reward functions for an individual agent’s cost for sensing (k =

1). Based on the reward function, we construct an interaction hypergraph where a hyper-link,

l, exists between a subset of agents for all Rl that comprise R. Interaction hypergraph is

defined as G = (Ag,E), where the agents, Ag, are the vertices and E = {l|l ⊆ Ag ∧
Rl is a component of R} are the edges. Neighborhood of i is defined as Ni = {j ∈ Ag|j 6=
i ∧ (∃l ∈ E, i ∈ l ∧ j ∈ l)}. SNi = ×j∈NiSj refers to the states of i’s neighborhood. Similarly

we define ANi = ×j∈NiAj , ΩNi = ×j∈NiΩj , PNi(sNi , aNi , s
′
Ni

) =
∏

j∈Ni
Pj(sj , aj , s

′
j), and

ONi(sNi , aNi , ωNi) =
∏

j∈Ni
Oj(sj , aj , ωj).

b, the distribution over the initial state, is defined as b(s) = bu(su) ·
∏

1≤i≤n bi(si) where bu

and bi refer to the distributions over initial unaffectable state and i’s initial state, respectively. We

define bNi =
∏

j∈Ni
bj(sj). We assume that b is available to all agents (although it is possible to

refine our model to make available to agent i only bu, bi and bNi). The goal in ND-POMDP is to

compute joint policy π = 〈π1, . . . , πn〉 that maximizes the team’s expected reward over a finite

horizon T starting from b. πi refers to the individual policy of agent i and is a mapping from the

set of observation histories of i to Ai. πNi and πl refer to the joint policies of the agents in Ni

and hyper-link l respectively.

ND-POMDP can be thought of as an n-ary DCOP where the variable at each node is an

individual agent’s policy. The reward component Rl where |l| = 1 can be thought of as a local

constraint while the reward component Rl where l > 1 corresponds to a non-local constraint

in the constraint graph. In the next section, we push this analogy further by taking inspiration

from the DBA algorithm [Yokoo and Hirayama, 1996], an algorithm for distributed constraint

satisfaction, to develop an algorithm for solving ND-POMDPs.

The following proposition shows that given a factored reward function and the assumptions

of transitional and observational independence, the resulting value function can be factored as

well into value functions for each of the edges in the interaction hypergraph.
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Proposition 5 Given transitional and observational independence and R(s, a) =
∑

l∈E Rl(sl1,

. . . , slk, su, 〈al1, . . . , alk〉),

V t
π(st, ~ωt) =

∑
l∈E

V t
πl

(st
l1, . . . , s

t
lk, s

t
u, ~ωt

l1, . . . ~ω
t
lk) (6.1)

where V t
π(st, ~ω) is the expected reward from the state st and joint observation history ~ωt for

executing policy π, and V t
πl

(st
l1, . . . , s

t
lk, s

t
u, ~ωt

l1, . . . ~ω
t
lk) is the expected reward for executing πl

accruing from the component Rl.

Proof: Proof is by mathematical induction. Proposition holds for t = T − 1 (no future reward).

Assume it holds for t = τ where 1 ≤ τ < T − 1. Thus,

V τ
π (sτ , ~ωτ ) =

∑
l∈E

V τ
πl

(sτ
l1, . . . , s

τ
lk, s

τ
u, ~ωτ

l1, . . . ~ω
τ
lk)

We introduce the following abbreviations:

pt
i
4
= Pi(st

i, s
t
u, πi(~ωt

i), s
t+1
i ) ·Oi(st+1

i , st+1
u , πi(~ωt

i), ω
t+1
i )

pt
u
4
= Pi(st

u, st+1
u )

rt
l
4
= Rl(st

l1, . . . , s
t
lk, s

t
u, πl1(~ωt

l1), . . . , πlk(~ωt
lk))

vt
l
4
= V t

πl
(st

l1, . . . , s
t
lk, s

t
u, ~ωt

l1, . . . ~ω
t
lk)

We show that proposition holds for t = τ − 1,

V τ−1
π (sτ−1, ~ωτ−1) =

∑
l∈E

rτ−1
l +

∑
sτ ,ωτ

pτ−1
u pτ−1

1 . . . pτ−1
n

∑
l∈E

vτ
l

=
∑
l∈E

(rτ−1
l +

∑
sτ
l1,...,sτ

lk,sτ
u,ωτ

l1,...,ωτ
lk

pτ−1
l1 . . . pτ−1

lk pτ−1
u vτ

l ) =
∑
l∈E

vτ−1
l �

We define local neighborhood utility of agent i as the expected reward for executing joint

policy π accruing due to the hyper-links that contain agent i:

Vπ[Ni] =
∑

si,sNi
,su

bu(su) · bNi(sNi) · bi(si)·

∑
l∈E s.t. i∈l

V 0
πl

(sl1, . . . , slk, su, 〈〉 , . . . , 〈〉) (6.2)
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Proposition 6 Locality of interaction: The local neighborhood utilities of agent i for joint poli-

cies π and π′ are equal (Vπ[Ni] = Vπ′ [Ni]) if πi = π′i and πNi = π′Ni
.

Proof sketch: Equation 6.2 sums over l ∈ E such that i ∈ l, and hence any change of the policy

of an agent j /∈ i ∪ Ni cannot affect Vπ[Ni]. Thus, any such policy assignment, π′ that has

different policies for only non-neighborhood agents, has equal value as Vπ[Ni].�

Thus, increasing the local neighborhood utility of agent i cannot reduce the local neighbor-

hood utility of agent j if j /∈ Ni. Hence, while trying to find best policy for agent i given its

neighbors’ policies, we do not need to consider non-neighbors’ policies. This is the property of

locality of interaction that is used in later sections.

6.2 Locally Optimal Policy Generation, LID-JESP

The locally optimal policy generation algorithm called LID-JESP (Locally interacting distributed

joint equilibrium search for policies) is based on the DBA algorithm [Yokoo and Hirayama,

1996] and JESP [Nair et al., 2003a]. In this algorithm (see Algorithm 5), each agent tries to

improve its policy with respect to its neighbors’ policies in a distributed manner similar to DBA.

Initially each agent i starts with a random policy and exchanges its policies with its neighbors

(lines 3-4). It then computes its local neighborhood utility (see Equation 6.2) with respect to its

current policy and its neighbors’ policies. Agent i then tries to improve upon its current policy

by calling function GETVALUE (see Algorithm 7), which returns the local neighborhood utility

of agent i’s best response to its neighbors’ policies. This algorithm is described in detail below.

Agent i then computes the gain (always ≥ 0 because at worst GETVALUE will return the same

value as prevV al) that it can make to its local neighborhood utility, and exchanges its gain with

its neighbors (lines 8-11). If i’s gain is greater than any of its neighbors’ gain1, i changes its policy

(FINDPOLICY) and sends its new policy to all its neighbors. This process of trying to improve

the local neighborhood utility is continued until termination. Termination detection is based on

using a termination counter to count the number of cycles where gaini remains = 0. If its gain is

greater than zero the termination counter is reset. Agent i then exchanges its termination counter

with its neighbors and set its counter to the minimum of its counter and its neighbors’ counters.

Agent i will terminate if its termination counter becomes equal to the diameter of the interaction

hypergraph.
1The function argmaxj disambiguates between multiple j corresponding to the same max value by returning the

lowest j.
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Figure 6.2 provides an execution of the LID-JESP algorithm for a small example of three

sensor agents connected in a chain. The execution begins with agents A1, A2, and A3 taking

policies (randomly) p1, p2 and p3 respectively.

Algorithm 5 LID-JESP(i, ND-POMDP)
1: Compute interaction hypergraph and Ni

2: d← diameter of hypergraph, terminationCtri ← 0
3: πi ← randomly selected policy, prevV al← 0
4: Exchange πi with Ni

5: while terminationCtri < d do
6: for all si, sNi , su do
7: B0

i (〈su, si, sNi , 〈〉〉)← bu(su) · bi(si) · bNi(sNi)
8: prevV al

+← B0
i (〈su, si, sNi

, 〈〉〉) · EVALUATE(i, si, su, sNi
, πi, πNi

, 〈〉 , 〈〉 , 0, T )
9: end for

10: gaini ← GETVALUE(i, B0
i , πNi , 0, T )− prevV al

11: if gaini > 0 then terminationCtri ← 0
12: else terminationCtri

+← 1
13: Exchange gaini,terminationCtri with Ni

14: terminationCtri ←minj∈Ni∪{i}terminationCtrj

15: maxGain← maxj∈Ni∪{i} gainj

16: winner ← argmaxj∈Ni∪{i}gainj

17: if maxGain > 0 and i = winner then
18: FINDPOLICY(i, b, 〈〉 , πNi

, 0, T )
19: Communicate πi with Ni

20: else if maxGain > 0 then
21: Receive πwinner from winner and update πNi

22: end if
23: end while
24: return πi

6.2.1 Finding Best Response

The algorithm, GETVALUE, for computing the best response is a dynamic-programming ap-

proach similar to that used in JESP. Here, we define an episode of agent i at time t as et
i =〈

st
u, st

i, s
t
Ni

, ~ωt
Ni

〉
. Treating episode as the state, results in a single agent POMDP, where the

transition function and observation function can be defined as:

P ′(et
i, a

t
i, e

t+1
i ) =Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pi(st

i, s
t
u, at

i, s
t+1
i ) · PNi(s

t
Ni

,

st
u, at

Ni
, st+1

Ni
) ·ONi(s

t+1
Ni

, st+1
u , at

Ni
, ωt+1

Ni
)

O′(et+1
i , at

i, ω
t+1
i ) = Oi(st+1

i , st+1
u , at

i, ω
t+1
i )
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Figure 6.1: Sample execution trace of LID-JESP for a 3-agent chain
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Algorithm 6 EVALUATE(i, st
i, s

t
u, st

Ni
, πi, πNi , ~ω

t
i , ~ω

t
Ni

, t, T )

1: ai ← πi(~ωt
i), aNi ← πNi(~ω

t
Ni

)
2: val←

∑
l∈E Rl (st

l1, . . . , s
t
lk, st

u, al1, . . . , alk)
3: if t < T − 1 then
4: for all st+1

i , st+1
Ni

, st+1
u do

5: for all ωt+1
i , ωt+1

Ni
do

6: val
+← Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pi(st

i, s
t
u, ai, s

t+1
i ) · PNi(s

t
Ni

, st
u, aNi , s

t+1
Ni

) ·
Oi(st+1

i , st+1
u , ai, ω

t+1
i ) · ONi

(st+1
Ni

, st+1
u , aNi

, ωt+1
Ni

) · EVALUATE(i, st+1
i , st+1

u ,

st+1
Ni

, πi, πNi ,
〈
~ωt

i , ω
t+1
i

〉
,
〈
~ωt

Ni
, ωt+1

Ni

〉
, t + 1, T )

7: end for
8: end for
9: end if

10: return val

A multiagent belief state for an agent i given the distribution over the initial state, b(s) is defined

as:

Bt
i(e

t
i) = Pr(st

u, st
i, s

t
Ni

, ~ωt
Ni
|~ωt

i ,~a
t−1
i , b)

The initial multiagent belief state for agent i, B0
i , can be computed from b as follows:

B0
i (〈su, si, sNi , 〈〉〉)← bu(su) · bi(si) · bNi(sNi)

We can now compute the value of the best response policy via GETVALUE using the following

equation (see Algorithm 7):

V t
i (Bt

i) = max
ai∈Ai

V ai,t
i (Bt

i) (6.3)

Algorithm 7 GETVALUE(i, Bt
i , πNi

, t, T )
1: if t ≥ T then return 0
2: if V t

i (Bt
i ) is already recorded then return V t

i (Bt
i )

3: best← −∞
4: for all ai ∈ Ai do
5: value← GETVALUEACTION(i, Bt

i , ai, πNi , t, T )
6: record value as V ai,t

i (Bt
i )

7: if value > best then best← value
8: end for
9: record best as V t

i (Bt
i )

10: return best
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The function, V ai,t
i , can be computed using GETVALUEACTION(see Algorithm 8) as follows:

V ai,t
i (Bt

i) =
∑
et
i

Bt
i(e

t
i)

∑
l∈E s.t. i∈l

Rl(sl1, . . . , slk, su, 〈al1, . . . , alk〉)

+
∑

ωt+1
i ∈Ω1

Pr(ωt+1
i |Bt

i , ai) · V t+1
i

(
Bt+1

i

)
(6.4)

Bt+1
i is the belief state updated after performing action ai and observing ωt+1

i and is com-

puted using the function UPDATE (see Algorithm 9). Agent i’s policy is determined from its value

function V ai,t
i using the function FINDPOLICY (see Algorithm 10).

Algorithm 8 GETVALUEACTION(i, Bt
i , ai, πNi

, t, T )
1: value← 0
2: for all et

i =
〈
st

u, st
i, s

t
Ni

, ~ωt
Ni

〉
s.t. Bt

i (e
t
i) > 0 do

3: aNi ← πNi(~ω
t
Ni

)
4: reward←

∑
l∈E Rl (st

l1, . . . , s
t
lk, st

u, al1, . . . , alk)

5: value
+← Bt

i (e
t
i) · reward

6: end for
7: if t < T − 1 then
8: for all ωt+1

i ∈ Ωi do
9: Bt+1

i ← UPDATE(i, Bt
i , ai, ω

t+1
i , πNi

)
10: prob← 0
11: for all st

u, st
i, s

t
Ni

do
12: for all et+1

i =
〈
st+1

u , st+1
i , st+1

Ni
,
〈
~ωt

Ni
, ωt+1

Ni

〉〉
s.t. Bt+1

i (et+1
i ) > 0 do

13: aNi
← πNi

(~ωt
Ni

)

14: prob
+← Bt

i (e
t
i) · Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pi(st

i, s
t
u, ai, s

t+1
i ) · PNi

(st
Ni

, st
u, aNi

, st+1
Ni

) ·
Oi(st+1

i , st+1
u , ai, ω

t+1
i ) ·ONi

(st+1
Ni

, st+1
u , aNi

, ωt+1
Ni

)
15: end for
16: end for
17: value

+← prob · GETVALUE(i, Bt+1
i , πNi

, t + 1, T )
18: end for
19: end if
20: return value

Algorithm 9 UPDATE(i, Bt
i , ai, ω

t+1
i , πNi

)

1: for all et+1
i =

〈
st+1

u , st+1
i , st+1

Ni
,
〈
~ωt

Ni
, ωt+1

Ni

〉〉
do

2: Bt+1
i (et+1

i )← 0, aNi
← πNi

(~ωt
Ni

)
3: for all st

u, st
i, s

t
Ni

do
4: Bt+1

i (et+1
i ) +← Bt

i (e
t
i) · Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pi(st

i, s
t
u, ai, s

t+1
i ) · PNi

(st
Ni

, st
u, aNi

, st+1
Ni

) ·
Oi(st+1

i , st+1
u , ai, ω

t+1
i ) ·ONi

(st+1
Ni

, st+1
u , aNi

, ωt+1
Ni

)
5: end for
6: end for
7: normalize Bt+1

i

8: return Bt+1
i
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Algorithm 10 FINDPOLICY(i, Bt
i , ~ωi

t, πNi
, t, T )

1: a∗i ← argmaxai
V ai,t

i (Bt
i ), πi( ~ωi

t)← a∗i
2: if t < T − 1 then
3: for all ωt+1

i ∈ Ωi do
4: Bt+1

i ← UPDATE(i, Bt
i , a

∗
i , ω

t+1
i , πNi)

5: FINDPOLICY(i, Bt+1
i ,

〈
~ωi

t, ωt+1
i

〉
, πNi , t + 1, T )

6: end for
7: end if
8: return

6.2.2 Correctness Results

Proposition 7 When applying LID-JESP, the global utility is strictly increasing until local opti-

mum is reached.

Proof sketch By construction, only non-neighboring agents can modify their policies in the same

cycle. Agent i chooses to change its policy if it can improve upon its local neighborhood utility

Vπ[Ni]. From Equation 6.2, increasing Vπ[Ni] results in an increase in global utility. By locality

of interaction, if an agent j /∈ i ∪Ni changes its policy to improve its local neighborhood utility,

it will not affect Vπ[Ni] but will increase global utility. Thus with each cycle global utility is

strictly increasing until local optimum is reached. �

Proposition 8 LID-JESP will terminate within d (= diameter) cycles iff agent are in a local

optimum.

Proof: Assume that in cycle c, agent i terminates (terminationCtri = d) but agents are not

in a local optimum. In cycle c − d, there must be at least one agent j who can improve, i.e.,

gainj > 0 (otherwise, agents are in a local optimum in cycle c − d and no agent can improve

later). Let dij refer to the shortest path distance between agents i and j. Then, in cycle c−d+dij

(≤ c), terminationCtri must have been set to 0. However, terminationCtri increases by at

most one in each cycle. Thus, in cycle c, terminationCtri ≤ d − dij . If dij ≥ 1, in cycle

c, terminationCtri < d. Also, if dij = 0, i.e., in cycle c − d, gaini > 0, then in cycle

c − d + 1, terminationCtri = 0, thus, in cycle c, terminationCtri < d. In either case,

terminationCtri 6= d. By contradiction, if LID-JESP terminates then agents must be in a local

optimum.

In the reverse direction, if agents reach a local optimum, gaini = 0 henceforth. Thus,

terminationCtri is never reset to 0 and is incremented by 1 in every cycle. Hence, after d

cycles, terminationCtri = d and agents terminate. �
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Proposition 7 shows that the agents will eventually reach a local optimum and Proposition 8

shows that the LID-JESP will terminate if and only if agents are in a local optimum. Thus,

LID-JESP will correctly find a locally optimum and will terminate.

6.3 Stochastic LID-JESP (SLID-JESP)

One of the criticisms of LID-JESP is that if an agent is the winner (maximum reward among

its neighbors), then its precludes its neighbors from changing their policies too in that cycle. In

addition, it will sometimes prevent its neighbor’s neighbors (and may be their neighbors and so

on) from changing their policies in that cycle even if though they are actually independent. For

example, consider the execution trace from Figure 6.2, where gainA1 > gainA2 > gainA3.

In this situation, only A1 changes its policy in that cycle. However, A3 should have been able

to changed its policy too because it does not depend on A1. This realization that LID-JESP

allows limited parallelism led us to come up with a stochastic version of LID-JESP, SLID-JESP

(Algorithm 11).

The key difference between LID-JESP and SLID-JESP is that in SLID-JESP is that if an

agent i can improve its local neighborhood utility (i.e. gaini > 0), it will do so with probability

p, a predefined threshold probability (see lines 14-17). Note, that unlike LID-JESP, an agent’s

decision to change its policy does not depend on its neighbors’ gain messages. However, we still

agents continue to communicate their gain messages to their neighbors to determine whether the

algorithm has terminated.

Since there has been no change to the termination detection approach and the way gain is

computed, the following propositions from LID-JESP hold for SLID-JESP as well.

Proposition 9 When applying SLID-JESP, the global utility is strictly increasing until local op-

timum is reached.

Proposition 10 SLID-JESP will terminate within d (= diameter) cycles iff agent are in a local

optimum.

Proposition 7 shows that the agents will eventually reach a local optimum and Proposition 8

shows that the SLID-JESP will terminate if and only if agents are in a local optimum. Thus,

SLID-JESP will correctly find a locally optimum and will terminate.
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Algorithm 11 SLID-JESP(i, ND-POMDP, p)
0: {lines 1-4 same a LID-JESP}
5: while terminationCtri < d do {lines 6-13 same as LID-JESP}

14: if RANDOM() < p and gaini > 0 then
15: FINDPOLICY(i, b, 〈〉 , πNi

, 0, T )
16: Communicate πi with Ni

17: end if
18: Receive πj from all j ∈ Ni that changed their policies
19: end while
20: return πi

6.4 Hyper-link-based Decomposition (HLD)

Proposition 5 and Equation 6.2 indicate that the value function and the local neighborhood utility

function can both be decomposed into components for each hyper-link in the interaction hy-

pergraph. We developed the Hyper-link-based Decomposition (HLD) technique as a means to

exploit this decomposability, in order to speedup the algorithms EVALUATE and GETVALUE.

We introduce the following definitions to ease the description of hyper-link-based decompo-

sition. Let Ei = {l|l ∈ E ∧ i ∈ l} be the subset of hyper-links that contain agent i. Note that

Ni = ∪l∈Ei
l − {i}, i.e. the neighborhood of i contains all the agents in Ei except agent i itself.

We define Sl = ×j∈lSj refers to the states of agents in link l. Similarly we define Al = ×j∈lAj ,

Ωl = ×j∈lΩl, Pl(sl, al, s
′
l) =

∏
j∈l Pj(sj , aj , s

′
j), and Ol(sl, al, ωl) =

∏
j∈l Oj(sj , aj , ωj). Fur-

ther, we define bl =
∏

j∈l bj(sj), where bj is the distribution over agent j’s initial state.

Using the above definitions, we can rewrite Equation 6.2 as

Vπ[Ni] =
∑
l∈Ei

∑
sl,su

bu(su) · bl(sl) · V 0
πl

(sl, su, 〈〉 , . . . , 〈〉) (6.5)

EVALUATE-HLD (Algorithm 13) is used to compute the local neighborhood utility of a hyperlink

l (inner loop of Equation 6.8). When the joint policy is completely specified, the expected reward

from each hyper-link can be computed independently (as in EVALUATE-HLD). However, when

trying to find the optimal best response, we cannot optimize on each hyper-link separately since

in any belief state, an agent can perform only one action. The optimal best response in any belief

state is the action that maximizes the sum of the expected rewards on each of its hyper-links.

The algorithm, GETVALUE-HLD, for computing the best response is a modification of the

GETVALUE function that attempts to exploit the decomposability of the value function with-

out violating the constraint that the same action must be applied to all the hyper-links in a

particular belief state. Here, we define an episode of agent i for a hyper-link l at time t as
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et
il =

〈
st
u, st

l , ~ω
t
l−{i}

〉
. Treating episode as the state, the transition function and observation

function can be defined as:

P ′
il(e

t
il, a

t
i, e

t+1
il ) =Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pl(st

l , s
t
u, at

l , s
t+1
l )

·Ol−{i}(s
t+1
l−{i}, s

t+1
u , at

l−{i}, ω
t+1
l−{i})

O′
il(e

t+1
i , at

i, ω
t+1
i ) = Oi(st+1

i , st+1
u , at

i, ω
t+1
i )

where at
l−{i} = πl−{i}(~ωt

l−{i}). We can now define the multiagent belief state for an agent i with

respect to hyper-link l ∈ Ei as:

Bt
il(e

t
il) = Pr(st

u, st
l , ~ω

t
l−{i}|~ω

t
i ,~a

t−1
i , b)

We redefine the multiagent belief state of agent i as :

Bt
i(e

t
i) = {Bt

il(e
t
il)|l ∈ Ei}

We can now compute the value of the best response policy using the following equation:

V t
i (Bt

i) = max
ai∈Ai

∑
l∈Ei

V ai,t
il (Bt

i)

 (6.6)

The value of the best response policy for the link l can be computed as follows:

V t
il(B

t
i) = V

a∗i ,t
il (Bt

i) (6.7)

where a∗i = arg maxai∈Ai

(∑
l∈Ei

V ai,t
il (Bt

i)
)

. The function GETVALUE-HLD (see Algo-

rithm 14) computes the term V t
il(B

t
i for all links l ∈ Ei.

The function, V ai,t
il , can be computed as follows:

V ai,t
il (Bt

i) =
∑
et
il

Bt
il(e

t
il) ·Rl(sl, su, al)

+
∑

ωt+1
i ∈Ω1

Pr(ωt+1
i |Bt

i , ai) · V t+1
il

(
Bt+1

i

)
(6.8)

The function GETVALUEACTION-HLD(see Algorithm 15) computes the above value for all links

l. Bt+1
i is the belief state updated after performing action ai and observing ωt+1

i and is computed
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using the function UPDATE (see Algorithm 16). Agent i’s policy is determined from its value

function V ai,t
i using the function FINDPOLICY (see Algorithm 17).

The reason why HLD will reduce the run time for finding the best response is that the optimal

value function is computed for each linkly separately. This reduction in runtime is borne out by

our complexity analysis and experimental results as well.

Algorithm 12 LID-JESP-HLD(i, ND-POMDP)
0: {lines 1-4 same a LID-JESP}
5: while terminationCtri < d do
6: for all su do
7: for all l ∈ Ei do
8: for all sl ∈ Sl do
9: B0

il(〈su, sl, 〈〉〉)← bu(su) · bl(sl)
10: prevV al

+← B0
il(〈su, sl, 〈〉〉) · EVALUATE-HLD(l, sl, su, πl, 〈〉 , 0, T )

11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: gaini ← GETVALUE-HLD(i, B0

i , πNi
, 0, T )− prevV al

15: if gaini > 0 then terminationCtri ← 0
16: else terminationCtri

+← 1
17: Exchange gaini,terminationCtri with Ni

18: terminationCtri ←minj∈Ni∪{i}terminationCtrj

19: maxGain← maxj∈Ni∪{i} gainj

20: winner ← argmaxj∈Ni∪{i}gainj

21: if maxGain > 0 and i = winner then
22: FINDPOLICY-HLD(i, B0

i , 〈〉 , πNi , 0, T )
23: Communicate πi with Ni

24: else if maxGain > 0 then
25: Receive πwinner from winner and update πNi

26: end if
27: end while
28: return πi

6.5 Complexity Results

The complexity of the finding the optimal best response for agent i for JESP (using the dynamic

programming [Nair et al., 2003a]) is O(|S|2 · |Ai|T ·
∏

j∈{1...n} |Ωj |T ). Note that the complexity

depends on the number world states |S| and the number of possible observation histories of all

the agents.

In contrast, the complexity of finding the optimal best response for i for LID-JESP (and SLID-

JESP) is O(
∏

l∈Ei
[|Su×Sl|2 · |Ai|T · |Ωl|T ]). It should be noted that in this case, the complexity

depends on the number of states |Su|, |Si| and |SNi | and not on the number of states of any
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Algorithm 13 EVALUATE-HLD(l, st
l , s

t
u, πl, ~ω

t
l , t, T )

1: al ← πl(~ωt
l )

2: val← Rl (st
l , s

t
u, al)

3: if t < T − 1 then
4: for all st+1

l , st+1
u do

5: for all ωt+1
l do

6: val
+← Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pl(st

l , s
t
u, al, s

t+1
l ) · Ol(st+1

l , st+1
u , al, ω

t+1
l ) ·

EVALUATE-HLD
(
l, st+1

l , st+1
u , πl,

〈
~ωt

l , ω
t+1
l

〉
, t + 1, T

)
7: end for
8: end for
9: end if

10: return val

Algorithm 14 GETVALUE-HLD(i, Bt
i , πNi

, t, T )
1: if t ≥ T then return 0
2: if V t

il(B
t
i ) is already recorded ∀l ∈ Ei then return [V t

il(B
t
i )]l∈Ei

3: bestSum← −∞
4: for all ai ∈ Ai do
5: value← GETVALUEACTION-HLD(i, Bt

i , ai, πNi
, t, T )

6: valueSum←
∑

l∈Ei
value[l]

7: record valueSum as V ai,t
i (Bt

i )
8: if valueSum > bestSum then best← value, bestSum← valueSum
9: end for

10: for all l ∈ Ei do
11: record best[l] as V t

il(B
t
i )

12: end for
13: return best
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Algorithm 15 GETVALUEACTION-HLD(i, Bt
i , ai, πNi , t, T )

1: for all l ∈ Ei do
2: value[l]← 0
3: for all et

il =
〈
st

u, st
l , ~ω

t
l−{i}

〉
s.t. Bt

il(e
t
il) > 0 do

4: al−{i} ← πl−{i}(~ωt
l−{i})

5: value[l] +← Bt
il(e

t
il) ·Rl (st

l , s
t
u, al)

6: end for
7: end for
8: if t < T − 1 then
9: for all ωt+1

i ∈ Ωi do
10: for all l ∈ Ei do
11: Bt+1

il ← UPDATE-HLD(i, l, Bt
il, ai, ω

t+1
i , πl−{i})

12: prob[l]← 0
13: for all st

u, st
l do

14: for all et+1
il =

〈
st+1

u , st+1
l ,

〈
~ωt

l−{i}, ω
t+1
l−{i}

〉〉
s.t. Bt+1

il (et+1
il ) > 0 do

15: al−{i} ← πl−{i}(~ωt
l−{i})

16: prob[l] +← Bt
il(e

t
il) · Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pl(st

l , s
t
u, al, s

t+1
l ) ·Ol(st+1

l , st+1
u , al, ω

t+1
l )

17: end for
18: end for
19: end for
20: futureV alue←GETVALUE-HLD(i, Bt+1

i , πNi
, t + 1, T )

21: for all l ∈ Ei do
22: value[l] +← prob[l] · futureV alue[l]
23: end for
24: end for
25: end if
26: return value

Algorithm 16 UPDATE-HLD(i, l, Bt
il, ai, ω

t+1
i , πl−{i})

1: for all et+1
il =

〈
st+1

u , st+1
l ,

〈
~ωt

l−{i}, ω
t+1
l−{i}

〉〉
do

2: Bt+1
il (et+1

il )← 0
3: al−{i} ← πl−{i}(~ωt

l−{i})
4: for all st

u, st
l do

5: Bt+1
il (et+1

il ) +← Bt
il(e

t
il) · Pu(st

u, st+1
u ) · Pl(st

l , s
t
u, al, s

t+1
l ) ·Ol(st+1

l , st+1
u , al, ω

t+1
l )

6: end for
7: end for
8: normalize Bt+1

il

9: return Bt+1
il
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Algorithm 17 FINDPOLICY-HLD(i, Bt
i , ~ωi

t, πNi
, t, T )

1: a∗i ← argmaxai
V ai,t

i (Bt
i )

2: πi( ~ωi
t)← a∗i

3: if t < T − 1 then
4: for all ωt+1

i ∈ Ωi do
5: for all l ∈ Ei do
6: Bt+1

il ← UPDATE-HLD(i, l, Bt
il, a

∗
i , ω

t+1
i , πl−{i})

7: end for
8: FINDPOLICY-HLD(i, Bt+1

i ,
〈
~ωi

t, ωt+1
i

〉
, πNi , t + 1, T )

9: end for
10: end if
11: return

non-neighboring agent. Similarly, the complexity depends on only the number of observation

histories of i and its neighbors and not those of all the agents. This highlights the reason for why

LID-JESP and SLID-JESP are superior to JESP for problems where locality of interaction can be

exploited.

The complexity for computing optimal best response for i in LID-JESP with HLD (and SLID-

JESP with HLD) is O(Σl∈Ei
[|Su × Sl|2 · |Ai|T · |Ωl|T ]). Key difference of note compared to the

complexity expression for LID-JESP, is the replacement of product,
∏

with a sum,Σ. Thus, as

number of neighbors increases, difference between the two approaches increases.

Since JESP is a centralized algorithm, the best response function is performed for each agent

serially. LID-JESP and SLID-JESP (with and without HLD), in contrast, are distributed algo-

rithms, where each agent can be run in parallel on a different processor, further alleviating the

large complexity of finding the optimal best response.

6.6 Locally Interacting - Global Optimal Algorithm (GOA)

GOA like the above algorithms also borrows from a DCOP algorithm. As opposed to the locally

optimal DCOP algorithms used in LID-JESP and SLID-JESP, GOA borrows from an exact al-

gorithm, DPOP (Distributed Pseudotree Optimization Procedure) and at present works only with

binary interactions, i.e. edges linking two nodes. We start with a description of GOA applied to

tree-structured interaction graphs, and then discuss its application to graphs with cycles.

DPOP dictates the functioning of message passing between the agents. The first phase is the

UTIL propagation, where the utility messages, in this case values of policies, are passed up from

the leaves to the root. Value for a policy at an agent is defined as the sum of best response values

from its children and the joint policy reward associated with the parent policy. Thus, given a

fixed policy for a parent node, GOA requires an agent to iterate through all its policies, finding
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the best response policy and returning the value to the parent — where to find the best policy, an

agent requires its children to return their best responses to each of its policies. An agent stores the

sum of best response values from its children, to avoid recalculation at the children. This UTIL

propagation process is repeated at each level in the tree, until the root exhausts all its policies. In

the second phase of VALUE propagation, where the optimal policies are passed down from the

root till the leaves.

GOA takes advantage of the local interactions in the interaction graph, by pruning out unnec-

essary joint policy evaluations (associated with nodes not connected directly in the tree). Since

the interaction graph captures all the reward interactions among agents and as this algorithm it-

erates through all the joint policy evaluations possible with the interaction graph, this algorithm

yields an optimal solution.

Algorithm 18 provides the pseudo code for the global optimal algorithm at each agent. This

algorithm is invoked with the procedure call GO-JOINTPOLICY(root, 〈〉 , no). Lines 8-21 represent

the UTIL propagation, while Lines 1-4 and 22-24 represent the VALUE propagation phase of

DPOP. Line 8 iterates through all the possible policies, where as lines 20-21 work towards calcu-

lating the best policy over this entire set of policies using the value of the policies calculated in

Lines 9-19. Line 21 stores the values of best response policies obtained from the children. Lines

22-24 starts the termination of the algorithm after all the policies are exhausted at the root. Lines

1-4 propagate the termination message to lower levels in the tree, while recording the best policy,

π∗i .

By using cycle-cutset algorithms [Dechter, 2003], GOA can be applied to interaction graphs

containing cycles. These algorithms are used to identify a cycle-cutset, i.e., a subset of agents,

whose deletion makes the remaining interaction graph acyclic. After identifying the cutset, joint

policies for the cutset agents are enumerated, and then for each of them, we find the best policies

of remaining agents using GOA.

6.7 Experimental Results

In this section we provide two sets of experiments. The first set of experiments provide perfor-

mance comparisons of the locally optimal algorithm, LID-JESP to globally optimal algorithm,

GOA and other benchmark algorithms (JESP, LID-JESP no network). Second set of experi-

ments provides comparisons of LID-JESP and its enhancements (SLID-JESP, LID-JESP+HLD,

SLID-JESP+HLD). All the experiments were performed on the sensor domain explained in Sec-

tion 2.1.2.
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Algorithm 18 GO-JOINTPOLICY(i, πj , terminate)
1: if terminate = yes then
2: π∗i ← bestResponse{πj}
3: for all k ∈ childreni do
4: GO-JOINTPOLICY(k, π∗i ,yes)
5: end for
6: return
7: end if
8: Πi ← enumerate all possible policies
9: bestPolicyV al← -∞,j ← parent(i)

10: for all πi ∈ Πi do
11: jointPolicyV al← 0, childV al← 0
12: if i 6= root then
13: for all si, sj , su do
14: jointPolicyV al

+← bi(si) · bNi
(sNi

) · bu(su) · EVALUATE(i, si, su, sj , πi, πj , 〈〉 , 〈〉 , 0, T )
15: end for
16: end if
17: if bestChildV alMap{πi} 6= null then
18: jointPolicyV al

+← bestChildV alMap{πi}
19: else
20: for all k ∈ childreni do
21: childV al

+← GO-JOINTPOLICY(k, πi,no)
22: end for
23: bestChildV alMap{πi} ← childV al

24: jointPolicyV al
+← childV al

25: end if
26: if jointPolicyV al > bestPolicyV al then
27: bestPolicyV al← jointPolicyV al, π∗i ← πi

28: end if
29: end for
30: if i = root then
31: for all k ∈ childreni do
32: GO-JOINTPOLICY(k, π∗i ,yes)
33: end for
34: end if
35: if i 6= root then bestResponse{πj} = π∗i
36: return bestPolicyV al
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In the first set of experiments, we consider three different sensor network configurations of

increasing complexity. In the following text, Loc1-1, Loc2-1 and Loc2-2 are the same regions as

in Figure 2.2. The first configuration is a chain with 3 agents (sensors 1-3). Here target1 is either

absent or in Loc1-1 and target2 is either absent or in Loc2-1 (4 unaffectable states). Each agent

can perform either turnOff, scanEast or scanWest. Agents receive an observation, targetPresent

or targetAbsent, based on the unaffectable state and its last action. The second configuration is

a 4 agent chain (sensors 1-4). Here, target2 has an additional possible location, Loc2-2, giving

rise to 6 unaffectable states. The number of individual actions and observations are unchanged.

The third configuration is the 5 agent P-configuration (named for the P shape of the sensor net)

and is identical to Figure 2.2. Here, target1 can have two additional locations, Loc1-2 and Loc1-

3, giving rise to 12 unaffectable states. We add a new action called scanVert for each agent to

scan North and South. For each of these scenarios, we ran the LID-JESP algorithm. Our first

benchmark, JESP, uses a centralized policy generator to find a locally optimal joint policy and

does not consider the network structure of the interaction, while our second benchmark (LID-

JESP-no-nw) is LID-JESP with a fully connected interaction graph. For 3 and 4 agent chains,

we also ran the GOA algorithm.

Figure 6.2 compares the performance of the various algorithms for 3 and 4 agent chains and

5 agent P-configuration. Graphs (a), (b), (c) show the run time in seconds on a logscale on Y-axis

for increasing finite horizon T on X-axis. Run times for LID-JESP, JESP and LID-JESP-no-

nw are averaged over 5 runs, each run with a different randomly chosen starting policy . For a

particular run, all algorithms use the same starting policies. All three locally optimal algorithms

show significant improvement over GOA in terms of run time with LID-JESP outperforming LID-

JESP-no-nw and JESP by an order of magnitude (for high T) by exploiting locality of interaction.

In graph (d), the values obtained using GOA for 3 and 4-Agent case (T = 3) are compared to

the ones obtained using LID-JESP over 5 runs (each with a different starting policy) for T = 3.

In this bar graph, the first bar represents value obtained using GOA, while other bars correspond

to LID-JESP. This graph emphasizes the fact that with random restarts, LID-JESP converges to a

higher local optima — such restarts are afforded given that GOA is orders of magnitude slower

compared to LID-JESP.

Table 6.1 helps to better explain the reasons for the speed up of LID-JESP over JESP and

LID-JESP-no-nw. LID-JESP allows more than one (non-neighboring) agent to change its policy

within a cycle (W), LID-JESP-no-nw allows exactly one agent to change its policy in a cycle

and in JESP, there are several cycles where no agent changes its policy. This allows LID-JESP

to converge in fewer cycles (C) than LID-JESP-no-nw. Although LID-JESP takes fewer cycles

than JESP to converge, it required more calls to GETVALUE (G). However, each such call is
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cheaper owing to the locality of interaction. LID-JESP will out-perform JESP even more on

multi-processor machines owing to its distributedness.

(a) 3-agent chain (b) 4-agent chain

(c) 5-agent P (d)

Figure 6.2: Run times (a, b, c), and value (d).

In the second set of experiments, we performed comparison of LID-JESP with the enhance-

ments – SLID-JESP, LID-JESP with HLD and SLID-JESP with HLD – in terms of value and

runtime for some complex network structures (2x3 and cross) as well. We used four different

topologies of sensors, shown in Figure 6.3, each with a different target movement scenario. With

two targets moving in the environment, possible positions of targets are increased as the network

grows and the number of unaffected states are increased accordingly. Figure 6.3(a) shows the

example where there are 3 sensors arranged in a chain and the number of possible positions for

each target is 1. In the cross topology, as in Figure 6.3(b), we considered 5 sensors with one

sensor in the center surrounded by 4 sensors and 2 locations are possible for each target. In the

example in Figure 6.3(c) with 5 sensors arranged in P shape, target1 and target2 can be at 2 and

3 locations respectively, thus leading to a total of 12 states. There are total 20 states for six sen-

sors in example of Figure 6.3(d) with 4 and 3 locations for target1 and target2, respectively. As

we assumed earlier, each target is independent of each other. Thus, total number of unaffected
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Config. Algorithm C G W
LID-JESP 3.4 13.6 1.412

4-chain LID-JESP-no-nw 4.8 19.2 1
JESP 7.8 7.8 0.436

LID-JESP 4.2 21 1.19
5-P LID-JESP-no-nw 5.8 29 1

JESP 10.6 10.6 0.472

Table 6.1: Reasons for speed up. C: no. of cycles, G: no. of GETVALUE calls, W: no. of winners
per cycle, for T=2.

states are (
∏

targets(number of possible positions of each target + 1)). Due to the exponentially

increasing runtime, the size of the network and time horizon is limited but is still significantly

larger than those which have previously been demonstrated in distributed POMDPs. All exper-

iments are started at random initial policies and averaged over five runs for each algorithm. We

chose 0.9 as the threshold probability (p) for SLID-JESP which empirically gave a good result

for most cases.

Figure 6.4 shows performance improvement of SLID-JESP and HLD in terms of runtime.

In Figure 6.4, X-axis shows the time horizon T , while Y-axis shows the runtime in milliseconds

on a logarithmic scale. In all cases of Figure 6.4, the line of SLID-JESP is lower than that of

LID-JESP with and without HLD where the difference of two grows as the network grows. As

in Figure 6.4(c) and Figure 6.4(d) the difference in runtime between LID-JESP and SLID-JESP

is bigger than that in smaller network examples. The result that SLID-JESP always takes less

time than LID-JESP is because in SLID-JESP, more agents change their policy in one cycle, and

hence SLID-JESP tends to converge to a local optimum quickly. As for HLD, all the graphs

shows that the use of Hyper-link-based decomposition clearly improved LID-JESP and SLID-

JESP in terms of runtime. The improvement is more visible when the number of neighbors

increases where HLD takes advantage of decomposition. For example, in Figure 6.4(b), by using

HLD the runtime reduced by more than an order of magnitude for T = 4. In cross topology,

the computation for the agent in the center which has 4 neighbors is a main bottleneck and HLD

significantly reduces the computation by decomposition.

Figure 6.5 shows the values of each algorithm for different topologies. In Figure 6.5, X-axis

shows the time horizon T , while Y-axis shows the value of team reward. There are only two lines

in each graph because the values of the algorithm with HLD and without HLD are always the

same because HLD only exploits independence between neighbors and doesn’t affect the value

of the resulting joint policy. The reward of LID-JESP is larger than that of SLID-JESP in three out
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of the four topologies that we tried. This suggests SLID-JESP’s greedy approach to changing the

joint policy causes it to converge to lower local optima than LID-JESP in some cases. However,

note that in Figure 6.5(a) SLID-JESP converges to a higher local optima than LID-JESP. This

suggests that network topology greatly impacts the choice of whether to use LID-JESP or SLID-

JESP. Furthermore, the results of SLID-JESP vary in value for different threshold probabilities.

However, there is a consistent trend that the result is better when the threshold probability (p) is

large. This trend means that in our domain, it is generally better to change policy if there is a

visible gain.

(a) 1x3 (b) Cross (c) 5-P

(d) 2x3

Figure 6.3: Different sensor net configurations.
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Figure 6.4: Runtime (ms) for (a) 1x3, (b) cross, (c) 5-P and (d) 2x3.

Figure 6.5: Value for (a) 1x3, (b) cross, (c) 5-P and (d) 2x3.
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Chapter 7

Direct value approximation and exploiting interaction structure
(Distributed POMDPs)

Whereas previous chapter illustrated exploitation of structure for efficient computation of approx-

imate solutions, this chapter exploits structure for exact algorithms. In addition, I also present

a direct value approximation enhancement for Distributed POMDPs. Thus, the technique in-

troduced in this chapter not only provides guarantees on solution quality, but also exploits the

network structure to compute solutions efficiently for a network of agents.

In particular, this chapter introduces the exact algorithm SPIDER (Search for Policies In Dis-

tributed EnviRonments), before presenting the approximation technique algorithm. SPIDER is a

branch and bound heuristic search technique that uses a MDP-based heuristic function to search

for an optimal joint policy. This MDP-based heuristic approximates the distributed POMDP as

a single agent centralized MDP and computes the value corresponding to the optimal policy of

this MDP. In a similar vein to the structure exploitation presented in Section 6.6, SPIDER also

exploits network structure of agents by organizing agents into a DFS tree (Depth First Search)

or pseudo tree [Petcu and Faltings, 2005] and exploiting independence in the different branches

of the tree (while constructing joint policies). Furthermore, the MDP-based heuristic function is

also computed efficiently by utilizing the interaction structure.

I then provide three enhancements to improve the efficiency of the basic SPIDER algorithm

while providing guarantees on the quality of the solution. The first enhancement is an exact one,

based on the idea of initially performing branch and bound search on abstract policies (represent-

ing a group of complete policies) and then extending to the complete policies. Second enhance-

ment bounds the search approximately given a parameter that provides the tolerable expected

value difference from the optimal solution. The third enhancement is again based on bounding

the search approximately, however with a tolerance parameter that is provided as a percentage of

optimal.
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We experimented with the sensor network domain presented in Section 2.1.2, while the

model used to represent the domain is the Network Distributed POMDP model (presented in

Section 6.1). In our experimental results, we show that SPIDER dominates an existing global op-

timal approach, GOA presented in Section 6.6. GOA is the only known global optimal algorithm

that works with more than two agents. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the idea of abstraction

improves the performance of SPIDER significantly while providing optimal solutions and also

that by utilizing the approximation enhancements, SPIDER provides significant improvements in

run-time performance while not losing significantly on quality.

7.1 Search for Policies In Distributed EnviRonments (SPIDER)

As mentioned in Section 6.1, an ND-POMDP can be treated as a DCOP, where the goal is to

compute a joint policy that maximizes the overall joint reward. The bruteforce technique for

computing an optimal policy would be to examine the expected values for all possible joint poli-

cies. The key idea in SPIDER is to avoid computation of expected values for the entire space

of joint policies, by utilizing upperbounds on the expected values of policies and the interaction

structure of the agents.

Akin to some of the algorithms for DCOP [Modi et al., 2003a; Petcu and Faltings, 2005], SPI-

DER has a pre-processing step that constructs a DFS tree corresponding to the given interaction

structure. We employ the Maximum Constrained Node (MCN) heuristic used in ADOPT [Modi

et al., 2003a], however other heuristics (such as MLSP heuristic from [Maheswaran et al., 2004])

can also be employed. MCN heuristic tries to place agents with more number of constraints at

the top of the tree. This tree governs how the search for the optimal joint policy proceeds in

SPIDER. The algorithms presented in this paper are easily extendable to hyper-trees, however for

expository purposes, we assume a binary tree.

SPIDER is an algorithm for centralized planning and distributed execution in distributed

POMDPs. Though the explanation is presented from the perspective of individual agents, the

algorithm is centralized. In this paper, we employ the following notation to denote policies and

expected values of joint policies:

Ancestors(i)⇒ agents from i to the root (not including i).

Tree(i)⇒ agents in the sub-tree (not including i) for which i is the root.

πroot+ ⇒ joint policy of all agents.

πi+ ⇒ joint policy of all agents in the sub-tree for which i is the root.

πi− ⇒ joint policy of agents that are ancestors to agents in the sub-tree for which i is the root.

πi ⇒ policy of the ith agent.
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v̂[πi, π
i−]⇒ upper bound on the expected value for πi+ given πi and policies of ancestor agents

i.e. πi−.

v̂j [πi, π
i−]⇒ upper bound on the expected value for πi+ from the jth child.

v[πi, π
i−]⇒ expected value for πi given policies of ancestor agents i.e. πi−.

v[πi+, πi−]⇒ expected value for πi+ given policies of ancestor agents πi−.

vj [πi+, πi−]⇒ expected value for πi+ from the jth child.

Figure 7.1: Execution of SPIDER, an example

7.1.1 Outline of SPIDER

SPIDER is based on the idea of branch and bound search, where the nodes in the search tree

represent the joint policies, πroot+. Figure 7.1 shows an example search tree for the SPIDER

algorithm, using an example of the three agent chain. We create a tree from this chain, with the

middle agent as the root of the tree. Note that in our example figure each agent is assigned a policy

with T=2. Each rounded rectange (search tree node) indicates a partial/complete joint policy and

a rectangle indicates an agent. Heuristic or actual expected value for a joint policy is indicated

in the top right corner of the rounded rectangle. If the number is italicized and underlined, it

implies that the actual expected value of the joint policy is provided. SPIDER begins with no

policy assigned to any of the agents (shown in the level 1 of the search tree). Level 2 of the search

tree indicates that the joint policies are sorted based on upper bounds computed for root agent’s
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policies. Level 3 contains a node with a complete joint policy (a policy assigned to each of the

agents). The expected value for this joint policy is used to prune out the nodes in level 2 (the ones

with upper bounds < 234)

When creating policies for each non-leaf agent i, SPIDER potentially performs two steps:

1. Obtaining upper bounds and sorting: In this step, agent i computes upper bounds on the

expected values, v̂[πi, π
i−] of the joint policies πi+ corresponding to each of its policy πi

and fixed ancestor policies. A MDP based heuristic is used to compute these upper bounds

on the expected values. Detailed description about this MDP heuristic and other possible

heuristics is provided in Section 7.1.2. All policies of agent i, Πi are then sorted based on

these upper bounds (also referred to as heuristic values henceforth) in descending order.

Exploration of these policies (in step 2 below) are performed in this descending order. As

indicated in the level 2 of the search tree of Figure 7.1, all the joint policies are sorted based

on the heuristic values, indicated in the top right corner of each joint policy. The intuition

behind sorting and then exploring policies in descending order of upper bounds, is that the

policies with higher upper bounds could yield joint policies with higher expected values.

2. Exploration and Pruning: Exploration here implies computing the best response joint pol-

icy πi+,∗ corresponding to fixed ancestor policies of agent i, πi−. This is performed by

iterating through all policies of agent i i.e. Πi and then for each policy, computing and

summing two quantities: (i) compute the best response for each of i’s children (obtained

by performing steps 1 and 2 at each of the child nodes); (ii) compute the expected value

obtained by i for fixed policies of ancestors. Thus, exploration of a policy πi yields actual

expected value of a joint policy, πi+ represented as v[πi+, πi−]. The policy with the highest

expected value is the best response policy.

Pruning refers to the process of avoiding exploring policies (or computing expected values)

at agent i by using the maximum expected value, vmax[πi+, πi−] encountered until this

juncture. Henceforth, this vmax[πi+, πi−] will be referred to as threshold. A policy, πi

need not be explored if the upper bound for that policy, v̂[πi, π
i−] is less than the threshold.

This is because the best joint policy that can be obtained from that policy will have an

expected value that is less than the expected value of the current best joint policy.

On the other hand, when considering a leaf agent, SPIDER computes the best response policy

(and consequently its expected value) corresponding to fixed policies of its ancestors, πi−. This

is accomplished by computing expected values for each of the policies (corresponding to fixed

policies of ancestors) and selecting the policy with the highest expected value. Going back to
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Algorithm 19 SPIDER(i, πi−, threshold)
1: πi+,∗ ← null
2: Πi ← GET-ALL-POLICIES (horizon, Ai,Ωi)
3: if IS-LEAF(i) then
4: for all πi ∈ Πi do
5: v[πi, π

i−]← JOINT-REWARD (πi, π
i−)

6: if v[πi, π
i−] > threshold then

7: πi+,∗ ← πi

8: threshold← v[πi, π
i−]

9: end if
10: end for
11: else
12: children← CHILDREN (i)
13: Π̂i ← UPPER-BOUND-SORT(i,Πi, π

i−)
14: for all πi ∈ Π̂i do
15: π̃i+ ← πi

16: if v̂[πi, π
i−] < threshold then

17: Go to line 12
18: end if
19: for all j ∈ children do
20: jThres← threshold− v[πi, π

i−]− Σk∈children,k 6=j v̂k[πi, π
i−]

21: πj+,∗ ← SPIDER(j, πi ‖ πi−, jThres)
22: π̃i+ ← π̃i+ ‖ πj+,∗

23: v̂j [πi, π
i−]← v[πj+,∗, πi ‖ πi−]

24: end for
25: if v[π̃i+, πi−] > threshold then
26: threshold← v[π̃i+, πi−]
27: πi+,∗ ← π̃i+

28: end if
29: end for
30: end if
31: return πi+,∗

Algorithm 20 UPPER-BOUND-SORT(i, Πi, π
i−)

1: children← CHILDREN (i)
2: Π̂i ← null /* Stores the sorted list */
3: for all πi ∈ Πi do
4: v̂[πi, π

i−]← JOINT-REWARD (πi, π
i−)

5: for all j ∈ children do
6: v̂j [πi, π

i−]← UPPER-BOUND(j, πi ‖ πi−)
7: v̂[πi, π

i−] +← v̂j [πi, π
i−]

8: end for
9: Π̂i ← INSERT-INTO-SORTED (πi, Π̂i)

10: end for
11: return Π̂i
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Figure 7.1, SPIDER assigns best response policies to leaf agents at level 3. The policy for the left

leaf agent is to perform action East at each time step in the policy, while the policy for the right

leaf agent is to perform ”Off” at each time step. This best response policies from the leaf agents

yield an actual expected value of 234 for the complete joint policy.

Algorithm 19 provides the pseudo code for SPIDER. This algorithm outputs the best joint

policy, πi+,∗ (with an expected value greater than threshold) for the agents in the sub-tree with

agent i as the root. Lines 3-8 compute the best response policy of a leaf agent i by iterating

through all the policies (line 4) and finding the policy with the highest expected value (lines 5-8).

Lines 9-23 computes the best response joint policy for agents in the sub-tree with i as the root.

Sorting of policies (in descending order) based on heuristic policies is done on line 11.

Exploration of a policy i.e. computing best response joint policy corresponding to fixed an-

cestor policies is done in lines 12-23. This includes computation of best joint policies for each

of the child sub-trees (lines 16-23). This computation in turn involves distributing the threshold

(line 17), recursively calling the SPIDER algorithm (line 18) for each of the children and main-

taining the best expected value, joint policy (lines 21-23). Pruning of policies is performed in

lines 14-15 by comparing the upper bound on the expected value against the threshold.

Algorithm 20 provides the algorithm for sorting policies based on the upper bounds on the

expected values of joint policies. Expected value for an agent i consists of two parts: value

obtained from ancestors and value obtained from its children. Line 4 computes the value obtained

from (fixed policies of) ancestors of the agent (by using the JOINT-REWARD function), while

lines 5-7 compute the heuristic value (upper-bounds) from the children. Thus the sum of these

two parts yields an upper bound on the expected value for agent i, and line 8 of the algorithm is

used for sorting the policies based on these upper bounds.

7.1.2 MDP based heuristic function

The job of the heuristic function is to quickly provide an upper bound on the expected value ob-

tainable from the sub-tree for which i is the root. The sub-tree of agents is a distributed POMDP

in itself and the idea here is to construct a centralized MDP corresponding to the (sub-tree) dis-

tributed POMDP and obtain the expected value of the optimal policy for this centralized MDP. To

reiterate this in terms of the agents in DFS tree interaction structure, we assume full observability

for the agents in the Tree(i) and for fixed policies of the agents in the set {Ancestors(i) ∪ i},
we compute the joint value v̂[πi+, πi−] .

We use the following notation for presenting the equations for computing upper bounds/heuristic
values (for agents i and k):
Let Ei− denote the set of links between agents in Ancestors(i) and Tree(i)∪ i and Ei+ denote
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the set of links between agents in Tree(i) ∪ i. Also, if l ∈ Ei−, then l1 denotes the agent in
Ancestors(i) and l2 denotes the agent in Tree(i).
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The value function for an agent i executing the joint policy πi+ at time η − 1 is provided by
the equation:

V η−1
πi+ (sη−1, ~ωη−1) =

∑
l∈Ei−

vη−1
l +

∑
l∈Ei+

vη−1
l

where vη−1
l =rη−1

l +
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ωη
l ,sη

pη−1
l1

pη−1
l2

pη−1
u vη

l (7.3)

Algorithm 21 UPPER-BOUND (j, πj−)
1: val← 0
2: for all s0

l do
3: val

+← startingBelief [s0
l ]· UPPER-BOUND-TIME (s0

l , j, {}, 〈〉 , 〈〉)
4: end for
5: return val

Upper bound on the expected value for a link is computed by modifying the equation 7.3 to
reflect the full observability assumption. This involves removing the observational probability
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Algorithm 22 UPPER-BOUND-TIME (st
l , j, πl1 , ~ω

t
l1
)

1: val← GET-REWARD(st
l , al1 , al2)

2: if t < πi.horizon− 1 then
3: for all st+1

l , ωt+1
l1

do
4: futV al←pt

up̂t
l1

p̂t
l2

5: futV al
∗← UPPER-BOUND-TIME(st+1

l , j, πl1 , ~ω
t
l1
‖ ωt+1

l1
)

6: end for
7: val

+← futV al
8: end if
9: return val

term for agents in Tree(i) and maximizing the future value v̂η
l over the actions of those agents

(in Tree(i)). Thus, the equation for the computation of the upper bound will be as follows:

IF l ∈ Ei−, v̂η−1
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l + max
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∑
sη

l

p̂η−1
l1

p̂η−1
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Algorithm 21 and Algorithm 22 provide the algorithm for computing upper bound for child j

of agent i using the equations above. Algorithm 21 maximizes over all possible combinations of

actions for agents in Tree(j) ∪ j. The value for a combination terates over all links associated

with an agent While Algorithm 22 computes the upper bound on a link, l

Figure 7.2: Example of abstraction for (a) HBA (Horizon Based Abstraction) and (b) NBA (Node Based
Abstraction)

7.1.3 Abstraction

In SPIDER, the exploration/pruning phase can only begin after the heuristic (or upper bound)

computation and sorting for the policies has finished. We provide an approach of interleaving
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Algorithm 23 SPIDER-ABS(i, πi−, threshold)
1: πi+,∗ ← null
2: Πi ← GET-POLICIES (<>, 1)
3: if IS-LEAF(i) then
4: for all πi ∈ Πi do
5: absHeuristic← GET-ABS-HEURISTIC (πi, π

i−)
6: absHeuristic

∗← (timeHorizon− πi.horizon)
7: if πi.horizon = timeHorizon and πi.absNodes = 0 then
8: v[πi, π

i−]← JOINT-REWARD (πi, π
i−)

9: if v[πi, π
i−] > threshold then

10: πi+,∗ ← πi; threshold← v[πi, π
i−]

11: end if
12: else if v[πi, π

i−] + absHeuristic > threshold then
13: absNodes← πi.absNodes + 1
14: Π̂i ← GET-POLICIES (πi, πi.horizon + 1, absNodes)
15: /* Insert policies in the beginning of Πi in sorted order*/
16: Πi

+← INSERT-SORTED-POLICIES (Π̂i)
17: end if
18: REMOVE(πi)
19: end for
20: else
21: children← CHILDREN (i)
22: Πi ← UPPER-BOUND-SORT(i,Πi, π

i−)
23: for all πi ∈ Πi do
24: π̃i+ ← πi

25: absHeuristic← GET-ABS-HEURISTIC (πi, π
i−)

26: absHeuristic
∗← (timeHorizon− πi.horizon)

27: if πi.horizon = timeHorizon and πi.absNodes = 0 then
28: if v̂[πi, π

i−] < threshold and πi.absNodes = 0 then
29: Go to line 19
30: end if
31: for all j ∈ children do
32: jThres← threshold− v[πi, π

i−]− Σk∈children,k 6=j v̂k[πi, π
i−]

33: πj+,∗ ← SPIDER(j, πi ‖ πi−, jThres)
34: π̃i+ ← π̃i+ ‖ πj+,∗; v̂j [πi, π

i−]← v[πj+,∗, πi ‖ πi−]
35: end for
36: if v[π̃i+, πi−] > threshold then
37: threshold← v[π̃i+, πi−]; πi+,∗ ← π̃i+

38: end if
39: else if v̂[πi+, πi−] + absHeuristic > threshold then
40: absNodes← πi.absNodes + 1
41: Π̂i ← GET-POLICIES (πi, πi.horizon, absNodes)
42: /* Insert policies in the beginning of Πi in sorted order*/
43: Πi

+← INSERT-SORTED-POLICIES (Π̂i)
44: end if
45: end for
46: REMOVE(πi)
47: end if
48: return πi+,∗
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exploration/pruning phase with the heuristic computation and sorting phase. This thus possibly

circumvents the exploration of a group of policies based on heuristic computation for one abstract

policy. The type of abstraction used dictates the amount of interleaving of exploration/pruning

phase with heuristic computation phase. The important steps in this technique are defining the

abstract policy and how heuristic values are computated for the abstract policies. In this paper,

we propose two types of abstraction:

1. Horizon Based Abstraction (HBA): In this type of abstraction, the abstract policy is de-

fined as a shorter horizon policy. It represents a group of longer horizon policies that have

the same actions as the abstract policy for times less than or equal to the horizon of the

abstract policy. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2(a).

For HBA, there are two parts to heuristic computation:

(a) Computing the upper bound for the horizon of the abstract policy. This is same as the

heuristic computation defined by the GET-HEURISTIC() algorithm for SPIDER,

however with a shorter time horizon (horizon of the abstract policy).

(b) Computing the maximum possible reward that can be accumulated in one time step

and multiplying it by the number of time steps to time horizon. This maximum pos-

sible reward in turn is obtained by iterating through all the actions of all the agents

involved (agents in the sub-tree with i as the root) and computing the maximum joint

reward for any joint action.

The sum of (a) and (b) above is the heuristic value for a HBA abstract policy.

2. Node Based Abstraction (NBA): Abstraction of this type is performed by not associat-

ing actions to certain nodes of the policy tree, i.e. incomplete policies. Unlike abstraction

(a) above, this implies multiple levels of abstraction. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2(b),

where there is a T=1 policy that is an abstract policy for T=2 policies that do not contain

an action for the case where TP is observed. These incomplete T=2 policies are further

abstractions for T=2 complete policies. Increased levels of abstraction leads to faster com-

putation of a complete joint policy, πroot+ and also to shorter heuristic computation and

exploration/pruning phases. For NBA, the heuristic computation is similar to that of a nor-

mal policy except in cases where there is no action associated with certain policy nodes.

In cases where such nodes are encountered, the immediate reward is taken as Rmax (max-

imum reward possible for any action).

We combine both the abstraction techniques mentioned above into one technique, SPIDER-

ABS. Algorithm 23 provides the algorithm for this abstraction technique. For computing optimal
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joint policy with SPIDER-ABS, a non-leaf agent i initially examines all T=1 policies and sorts

them based on abstract policy heuristic computations. This is performed on lines 2, 19 of Al-

gorithm 23. These T=1 policies are then explored in descending order of heuristic values and

ones that have heuristic values less than the threshold are pruned (lines 25-26). Exploration in

SPIDER-ABS has the same definition as in SPIDER if the policy being explored has a horizon

of policy computation which is equal to the actual time horizon and if all the nodes of the policy

have an action associated with them (lines 27-30). However, if those conditions are not met, then

it is substituted by a group of policies that it represents (referred to as extension henceforth) (lines

33-35). Before substituting the abstract policy, this group of policies are again sorted based on

the heuristic values (line 37). At this juncture, if all the substituted policies have horizon of policy

computation equal to the time horizon and all the nodes of these policies have actions associated

with them, then the exploration/pruning phase akin to the one in SPIDER ensues (line 24). In

case of partial policies, further extension of policies occurs. Similar type of abstraction based

computation of best response is adopted at leaf agents in SPIDER-ABS (lines 3-16).

7.1.4 Value ApproXimation (VAX)

In this section, we present an approximate enhancement to SPIDER called VAX. The input to this

technique is an approximation parameter ε, which determines the difference between the optimal

solution and the approximate solution. This approximation parameter is used at each agent for

pruning out joint policies. The pruning mechanism in SPIDER and SPIDER-Abs dictates that a

joint policy be pruned only if the threshold is exactly greater than the heuristic value. However,

the idea in this technique is to prune out joint policies even if threshold plus the approximation

parameter, ε is greater than the heuristic value.

In the example of Figure 7.1, if the heuristic value for the second joint policy (or second

search tree node) in level 2 were 238 instead of 232, then that policy could not be be pruned using

SPIDER or SPIDER-Abs. However, in VAX with an approximation parameter of 5, the joint

policy in consideration would also be pruned. This is because the threshold (234) at that juncture

plus the approximation parameter (5), i.e. 239 would have been greater than the heuristic value

for that joint policy (238). It can be noted from the example (just discussed) that this kind of

pruning can lead to fewer explorations and hence lead to an improvement in the overall run-

time performance. However, this can entail a sacrifice in the quality of the solution because this

technique can prune out a candidate optimal solution. A bound on the error introduced by this

approximate algorithm as a function of ε, is provided by Proposition 13.
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7.1.5 Percentage ApproXimation (PAX)

In this section, we present the second approximation enhancement over SPIDER called PAX.

Input to this technique is a parameter, δ that represents the percentage of the optimal solution

quality that is tolerable. Output of this technique is a policy with an expected value that is at least
δ

100 of the optimal solution quality. As with VAX, this parameter is also used at each agent in the

pruning phase. A policy is pruned if δ
100 of its heuristic value is not greater than the threshold.

Again in Figure 7.1, if the heuristic value for the second search tree node in level 2 were 238

instead of 232, then PAX with an input parameter of 98% would be able to prune that search

tree node (since 98
100 ∗ 238 < 234). Like in VAX, this leads to fewer explorations and hence

an improvement in run-time performance, while potentially leading to a loss in quality of the

solution. As shown in Proposition 14, this loss is again bounded and the bound is δ% of the

optimal solution quality.

7.1.6 Theoretical Results

Proposition 11 Heuristic provided using the centralized MDP heuristic is admissible.

Proof. For the value provided by the heuristic to be admissible, it should be an over estimate

of the expected value for a joint policy. Thus, we need to show that:

For l ∈ Ei+ ∪ Ei−: v̂t
l ≥ vt

l .

We use mathematical induction on t to prove this.

Base case: t = T − 1. Irrespective of whether l ∈ Ei− or l ∈ Ei+, r̂t
l is computed by

maximizing over all actions of the agents in the sub-tree for which i is the root, while rt
l is

computed for fixed policies of the same agents. Hence, r̂t
l ≥ rt

l and also v̂t
l ≥ vt

l .

Assumption: Proposition holds for t = η, where 1 ≤ η < T − 1. Thus, v̂η
l ≥ vη

l , for l ∈ Ei−

or l ∈ Ei+.

We now have to prove that the proposition holds for t = η − 1 i.e. v̂η−1
l ≥ vη−1

l .
We initially prove that the above holds for l ∈ Ei− and similar reasoning can be adopted

to prove for l ∈ Ei+. The heuristic value function for l ∈ Ei− is provided by the following
equation:

v̂η−1
l =r̂η−1

l + max
al2

∑
ωη

l1
,sη

l

p̂η−1
l1

p̂η−1
l2

pη−1
u v̂η

l
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Rewriting the RHS and using Eqn 7.2

=r̂η−1
l + max

al2

∑
ωη

l1
,sη

l

pη−1
u pη−1

l1
p̂η−1

l2
v̂η

l

=r̂η−1
l +

∑
ωη

l1
,sη

l

pη−1
u pη−1

l1
max
al2

p̂η−1
l2

v̂η
l

Since maxal2
p̂η−1

l2
v̂η

l ≥
∑

ωl2
oη−1

l2
p̂η−1

l2
v̂η

l and pη−1
l2

= oη−1
l2

p̂η−1
l2

≥r̂η−1
l +

∑
ωη

l1
,sη

l

pη−1
u pη−1

l1

∑
ωl2

pη−1
l2

v̂η
l

Since v̂η
l ≥ vη

l (from the assumption)

≥r̂η−1
l +

∑
ωη

l1
,sη

l

pη−1
u pη−1

l1

∑
ωl2

pη−1
l2

vη
l

≥r̂η−1
l +

∑
(ωη

l1
,sη

l )

∑
ωl2

pη−1
u pη−1

l1
pη−1

l2
vη

l

≥rη−1
l +

∑
(ωη

l ,sη
l )

pη−1
u pη−1

l1
pη−1

l2
vη

l

≥vη−1
l

Thus proved. �

Proposition 12 SPIDER provides an optimal solution.

Proof. SPIDER examines all possible joint policies given the interaction structure of the

agents. The only exception being when a joint policy is pruned based on the heuristic value.

Thus, as long as a candidate optimal policy is not pruned, SPIDER will return an optimal policy.

As proved in Proposition 11, the expected value for a joint policy is always an upper bound.

Hence when a joint policy is pruned, it cannot be an optimal solution.

Proposition 13 Error bound on the solution quality for VAX (implemented over SPIDER-ABS)

with an approximation parameter of ε is given by ρε, where ρ indicates the number of leaf nodes

in the DFS agent tree.

Proof. We prove this proposition using mathematical induction on the depth of the DFS tree.

Base case: depth = 1 (i.e. one node). Best response is computed by iterating through all

policies, Πk. A policy,πk is pruned if v̂[πk, π
k−] < threshold + ε. Thus the best response
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policy computed by VAX would be at most ε away from the optimal best response. Hence the

proposition holds for the base case.

Assumption: Proposition holds for a tree of depth d, where 1 ≤ depth ≤ d.

We now have to prove that the proposition holds for a tree of depth d + 1.

Without loss of generality, lets assume that the root node of this tree has k children. Each of

this children is of depth ≤ d, and hence from the assumption above the error introduced in kth

child is ρkε, where ρk is the number of leaf nodes in kth child of the root. Therefore, ρ =
∑

k ρk,

where ρ is the number of leaf nodes in the tree.

Hence, with VAX the pruning condition at the root agent will be v̂[πk, π
k−] < (threshold−∑

k ρkε) + ε. However, with SPIDER-ABS the pruning condition would have been v̂[πk, π
k−] <

threshold. As long as
∑

k ρk ≥ 1, the root agent in VAX does not prune a policy that was not

pruned in SPIDER-ABS. Hence the root agent does not introduce any error in the solution. All

the error is thus introduced by children of the root agent, which is
∑

k ρkε = (
∑

k ρk)ε = ρε.

Hence proved. �

Proposition 14 For PAX (implemented over SPIDER-ABS) with an input parameter of δ, the

solution quality is at least δ
100v[πroot+,∗], where v[πroot+,∗] denotes the optimal solution quality.

Proof. We prove this proposition using mathematical induction on the depth of the DFS tree.

Base case: depth = 1 (i.e. one node). Best response is computed by iterating through all

policies, Πk. A policy,πk is pruned if δ
100 v̂[πk, π

k−] < threshold. Thus the best response policy

computed by PAX would be at least δ
100 times the optimal best response. Hence the proposition

holds for the base case.

Assumption: Proposition holds for a tree of depth d, where 1 ≤ depth ≤ d.

We now have to prove that the proposition holds for a tree of depth d + 1.

Without loss of generality, lets assume that the root node of this tree has k children. Each of

this children is of depth≤ d, and hence from the assumption above the solution quality in the kth

child is at least δ
100v[πk+,∗, πk−] for PAX.

With SPIDER-ABS the pruning condition would have been:

v̂[πroot, π
root−] <

∑
k v[πk+,∗, πk−]. With PAX, the pruning condition at the root agent will be

δ
100 v̂[πroot, π

root−] <
∑

k
δ

100v[πk+,∗, πk−] ⇒ v̂[πroot, π
root−] <

∑
k v[πk+,∗, πk−]. Since the

pruning condition at the root agent in PAX is the same as the one in SPIDER-ABS, a joint policy

that is not pruned in SPIDER-ABS will not be pruned in PAX. Hence there is no error introduced

at the root agent and all the error is introduced in the children. Thus the overall solution quality

is at least δ
100 of the optimal solution.

Hence proved. �
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7.2 Experimental Results

All our experiments were conducted on the sensor network domain provided in Section 2.1.2.

Network configurations presented in Figure 7.3 were used in these experiments. Algorithms that

we experimented with as part of this paper include GOA, SPIDER, SPIDER-ABS, PAX and VAX.

We compare against GOA because it is the only global optimal algorithm that exploits network

structure and considers more than two agents. We performed two sets of experiments: (i) firstly,

we compared the run-time performance of the algorithms mentioned above and (ii) secondly, we

further experimented with PAX and VAX to study the tradeoff between run-time and solution

quality. Experiments were terminated if they exceeded the time limit of 10000 seconds1.

Figure 7.4(a) provides the run-time comparisons between the optimal algorithms GOA, SPI-

DER, SPIDER-Abs and the approximate algorithm, VAX with varying epsilons. X-axis denotes

the type of sensor network configuration used, while Y-axis indicates the amount of time taken

(on a log scale) to compute the optimal solution. The time horizon of policy computation for

all the configurations was 3. For each configuration (3-chain, 4-chain, 4-star and 5-star), there

are five bars indicating the time taken by GOA, SPIDER, SPIDER-Abs and VAX with 2 differ-

ent epsilons. GOA did not terminate within the time limit for 4-star and 5-star configurations.

SPIDER-Abs dominated the other two optimal algorithms for all the configurations. For in-

stance, for the 3-chain configuration, SPIDER-ABS provides 230-fold speedup over GOA and

2-fold speedup over SPIDER and for the 4-chain configuration it provides 58-fold speedup over

GOA and 2-fold speedup over SPIDER. The two approximation approaches, VAX (with ε of 10)

and PAX (with δ of 80) provided a further improvement in performance over SPIDER-Abs. For

instance, for the 5-star configuration VAX provides a 15-fold speedup and PAX provides a 8-fold

speedup over SPIDER-Abs.
1Machine specs for all experiments: Intel Xeon 3.6 GHZ processor, 2GB RAM

Figure 7.3: Sensor network configurations
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of GOA, SPIDER, SPIDER-Abs and VAX for T = 3 on (a) Runtime and (b)
Solution quality; (c) Time to solution for PAX with varying percentage to optimal for T=4 (d) Time to
solution for VAX with varying epsilon for T=4

Figures 7.4(b) provides a comparison of the solution quality obtained using the different algo-

rithms for the problems tested in Figure 7.4(a). X-axis denotes the sensor network configuration

while Y-axis indicates the solution quality. Since GOA, SPIDER, and SPIDER-Abs are all global

optimal algorithms, the solution quality is the same for all those algorithms. With both the ap-

proximations, we obtained a solution quality that was close to the optimal solution quality. In

3-chain and 4-star configurations, it is remarkable that both PAX and VAX obtained almost the

same quality as the global optimal algorithms. For other configurations as well, the loss in quality

was less than 15% of the optimal solution quality.

Figure 7.4(c) provides the time to solution with PAX (for varying epsilons). X-axis denotes

the approximation parameter, δ (percentage to optimal) used, while Y-axis denotes the time taken

to compute the solution (on a log-scale). The time horizon for all the configurations was 4. As

δ was decreased from 70 to 30, the time to solution decreased drastically. For instance, in the 3-

chain case there was a total speedup of 170-fold when the δ was changed from 70 to 30. However,

the variance in actual solution quality was zero.

Figure 7.4(d) provides the time to solution for all the configurations with VAX (for varying

epsilons). X-axis denotes the approximation parameter, ε used, while Y-axis denotes the time

taken to compute the solution (on a log-scale). The time horizon for all the configurations was

4. As ε was increased, the time to solution decreased drastically. For instance, in the 4-star case
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there was a total speedup of 73-fold when the ε was changed from 60 to 140. Again, the actual

solution quality did not change with varying epsilon.
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Chapter 8

Exploiting structure in dynamics for Distributed POMDPs

In this chapter, I propose a novel technique that exploits structure in dynamics for distributed

POMDPs, while planning over a continuous initial belief space. This algorithm builds on the

technique proposed in Chapter 3 for exploiting structure in single agent POMDPs and on the

“Joint Equilibrium-based Search for Policies” (JESP) algorithm [Nair et al., 2003a] which finds

locally optimal policies from an unrestricted set of possible policies, with a finite planning hori-

zon. Not only does this technique exploits structure to improve efficiency, it also addresses a

major shortcoming in existing research in Distributed POMDPs: planning for a continuous start-

ing belief region.

In particular, whereas the original JESP performed iterative best-response computations from

a single starting belief state, the combined algorithm exploits the single-agent POMDP tech-

niques to perform best-response computations over continuous regions of the belief space. The

new algorithm, CS-JESP (Continuous Space JESP) allows for generation of a piece-wise linear

and convex value function over continuous belief spaces for the optimal policy of one agent in

the distributed POMDP, given fixed policies of other agents — the familiar cup-like shape of this

value function [Kaelbling et al., 1998]. The cup-shape implies that when dealing with a contin-

uous starting belief space, agents usually have more than one policy, each of which dominates in

a different region of the belief space.

This region-wise dominance highlights the three important challenges addressed in CS-JESP.

First, CS-JESP requires computation of best response policies for one agent, given that different

policies dominate over different regions of the belief space for the second agent. To efficiently

compute best response policies per belief region, it is critical to employ techniques that prune out

unreachable future belief states. To that end, we illustrate application of the belief bound tech-

niques [Varakantham et al., 2005] for improved efficiency. Second, owing to these best response

calculations for different belief regions, often the policies for contiguous belief regions can be
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identical. To address this inefficiency, we implement a merging method that combines such ad-

jacent regions with equivalent policies. Third, to improve the performance of the algorithm, we

implement region-based convergence, i.e. once policies have converged for a region, these are

not considered for subsequent best response computations.

8.1 Continuous Space JESP (CS-JESP)

One of the key insights in CS-JESP is the synergistic interaction between the JESP algorithm for

distributed POMDPs and the DB-GIP technique of single agent POMDPs. We illustrate these

interactions with a two-agent example in Section 8.1.1, and present key ideas in Section 8.1.2.

Further, we describe the algorithm for n agents in Section 8.1.3 and some theoretical guarantees

in Section 8.1.4.

Unlike previous work, our work focuses on continuous starting belief spaces and thus requires

modifications for policy representation that is traditionally used in distributed POMDP literature.

In particular, because different policies may be dominant over different regions in the belief

space, we introduce the notion of a general policy. A general policy, Πi for an agent i is defined

as a mapping from belief regions to policies. Πi is represented as the set {(B1
0 ,π1

i ),...(Bm
0 ,πm

i )},
where B1

0 , .., Bm
0 are belief regions in the starting belief space B0 and π1

i , ..π
m
i are the policies

that will be executed starting from those regions. Henceforth we refer πk
i as specialized policies.

Thus, given a starting belief point bk
0 ∈ Bk

0 , agent i on receiving observations ω1
i , . . . , ω

t
i will

perform the action πk
i (~ωt

i) where ~ωt
i = ω1

i , . . . , ω
t
i . Π = 〈Π1, . . . ,Πn〉 refers to the joint general

policy of the team of agents.

8.1.1 Illustrative Example

For ease of explanation, initially the algorithm is explained with two agents, Agent1 and Agent2.

However, as we will show in Section 8.1.3, this algorithm is easily extendable to n agents. Ini-

tially, each agent selects a random general policy, Πi, which will be a singleton set, {(B0, πi)} ,

i.e. a single specialized policy,πi, over the entire starting belief space, B0. While for expository

purposes this example describes policy computations by individual agents, in reality in CS-JESP

these computations are performed by a centralized policy generator. CS-JESP begins when one

agent, say Agent2, fixes its general policy Π2, and other agent, Agent1, finds the best response for

Agent2’s general policy. Fixing Agent2’s specialized policy, π2, Agent1 creates a single agent

POMDP with an extended state space, as explained in Section 2.3.3. Agent1 solves this POMDP

using DB-GIP technique, explained in Section 3, with starting belief space as B0, and obtains
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a new general policy Π1, containing a set {(B1
0 , π1

1), ...(B
m
0 , πm

1 )}. Each Bk
0 ∈ B0 is a belief

region and is represented by a minimum and maximum value for each of the |S| − 1 dimensions

that represent the belief space. Now, Agent1 freezes its general policy, Π1, and Agent2 solves

a POMDP for each πj
1 ∈ Π1, with the starting belief region as Bj . Thus, Agent2 solves m

POMDPs, and obtains a new general policy Π2. At this point, bordering regions in Π2 that have

identical policies are merged. This process continues until the solutions converge, and a local

optimal is reached, i.e. no agent can improve its value vectors in any belief region.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the working of the algorithm with the multiagent tiger scenario (Sec-

tion 8.1.1) for time horizon, T = 2. Each tree in Figure 8.1 represents a specialized policy. All

the trees on the left side of the figure are part of the general policies of Agent1, and trees on the

right are part of the general policies of Agent2. For instance, at the end of iteration 3, both agents

contain two specialized policies in their general policy. Within each tree (specialized policy), the

letter inside each node indicates the action, and edges indicate the observation received. Thus, for

the highlighted tree in the top left corner, the root node indicates the Listen(L) action, and upon

either observing TL or TR, the specialized policy requires the agent to take a Listen(L) action. In

this example, belief region over which a specialized policy dominates, consists of two numbers,

namely the minimum and maximum belief probability of the state SL. These belief regions are

indicated below each specialized policy in the figure. For instance, for the highlighted tree it is

[0,1], but for other trees, regions such as [0.18,0.85] are shown.

The algorithm begins with both agents randomly selecting a specialized policy for the entire

belief space [0,1]. In iteration 1, Agent2 fixes its general policy, and Agent1 comes up with its

best response general policy. For calculating the best response, the Agent1 solves a POMDP with

the starting belief range as [0,1], since Agent2’s general policy is defined over this range. After the

first iteration, Agent1 contains three specialized policies as part of its general policy, dominating

over ranges [0,0.15], [0.15,0.85], [0.85,1]. In iteration 2, Agent1 fixes its general policy, and

Agent2 begins its best response calculation with region [0,0.15]. For this range [0,0.15], Agent2

has only one dominant specialized policy and same is the case for [0.85,1]. However, for the

range [0.15,0.85], Agent2 has two dominant specialized policies, one that dominates in the range

[0.15,0.5], and the other that dominates in the range [0.5,0.85]. Thus after iteration 2, Agent2 has

four specialized policies as part of its best response general policy. However, regions highlighted

(with dotted rectangular boxes) have identical policies and thus after merging we are left with

only two specialized policies. This algorithm continues with Agent2 fixing its general policy at

iteration 3. Finally at convergence, each agent contains two specialized policies as part of their

general policies.
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Figure 8.1: Trace of the algorithm for T=2 in Multi Agent tiger example with a specific starting
joint policy

8.1.2 Key Ideas

In this section, we explain in detail the key ideas in the CS-JESP algorithm, namely: (a) JESP

and DB-GIP synergy; (b) Calculation of dominanant belief regions for specialized policies; (c)

Region-based convergence; and (d) Merging of adjacent regions with identical specialized poli-

cies.

JESP and DB-GIP synergy: Both the DS and DB techniques of DB-GIP can provide sig-

nificant performance improvements in CS-JESP. First, with respect to DS, JESP’s state space is

dynamic, where the set of states reachable at time t, et
i differ from the set of states at t + 1,

et+1
i . DS can exploit this dynamism by computing dominant policies at time t over the belief

space generated by the states in et
i thus reducing the dimensionality of the state space considered.

For instance, in Figure 2.4, we have two initial states e1
1= SL or SR, while there are four states
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e2
1, e.g.SL(TL), SL(TR) etc. Given a time horizon of T=2, instead of constructing a belief

space over (2+4=) 6 dimensions, DS will lead to constructing a belief space over two states at

the first time step and four states over the second time step. Such dimensionality reduction leads

to significant speedups in CS-JESP. Second, with respect to DB, each agent solves a POMDP

over the belief regions in the general policies of the other agents. DB is able to exploit for-

ward projections of such starting belief regions to bound the maximum probabilities over states,

and thus again restrict the belief space over which dominant policies are planned per belief re-

gion, obtaining additional speedups. For instance in Figure 8.1, at iteration2, Agent2 solves three

POMDPs — these POMDPs are defined over extended states given three separate fixed policies

of Agent1— one with the starting belief region as [0,0.15], another with [0.15,0.85], and a third

with [0.85,1]. Thus, in solving the POMDP starting with the belief range [0,0.15], DB helps

prune all the unreachable portions of the belief space given that the starting range is [0,0.15]. In

all three POMDPs, the belief region is narrower compared to [0,1].

Region-based convergence: Given continuous initial belief space, we obtain value vectors

(vector containing values for all the states) for all the belief regions in the general policy. Thus,

convergence is attained when for all agents the value vectors at the current iteration for all the

belief regions are equal to those in the previous iteration. For instance, in Figure 8.1, the con-

vergence is attained in the fourth iteration, with the general policy of Agent2 containing the two

exact same specialized policies from iteration 3. However, once one region has converged —

the value vectors for all agents do not change from one iteration to the next for that region —

CS-JESP will not test that region further for convergence, but only continue changing policies in

regions that have failed to converge.

Merging of adjacent regions with identical specialized policies: Merging such regions can

be important as the other agent would have to solve fewer number of POMDPs in the next iter-

ation. For instance, in the general policy of Agent2 before merging at iteration 2, belief regions

[0,0.15] and [0.15,0.5] have identical specialized policies. Similarly, regions [0.5, 0.85] and

[0.85,1] have identical specialized policies. Thus Agent2 has only two specialized policies after

merging (instead of four before merging) and this leads to agent1 solving two instead of four

POMDPs at iteration 3.

Merging requires identifying regions adjacent to each other. In the Tiger domain, this is done

by doing adjacency check for regions along one dimension. However, finding bordering regions

in a |S| dimensional state space requires comparisons along |S| − 1 dimensional space.
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Calculation of dominant belief regions for specialized policies: One standard way of rep-

resenting solutions in single agent POMDPs is through value vectors. In this representation, the

best policy for a belief point, b, is computed by testing for a vector that provides the maximum

expected value for that belief point.

π∗1 ← argmaxπ∈{π1}vπ · b.

However, in CS-JESP, one agent uses the belief regions of the other agent to calculate the

best responses over each of those belief regions. We develop a linear program to address the

dominant belief region computation for each policy. Algorithm 24 computes the maximum belief

probability of a state, sj , where a policy or value vector,v dominates all the other policies or

value vectors, V − v in the final policy. Constraint 1 in Algorithm 24, computes points where v

dominates all the other vectors in V . Objective function of the algorithm is a maximization over

b(sj), thus finding highest possible belief probability for state sj amongst all those dominating

points. In a similar way, the minimum for sj can be found by doing a minimize, instead of

maximize, in line 1 of the LP. The belief region is calculated by solving these max, min LPs for

each state sj ∈ S. Thus, requiring 2 ∗ |V| ∗ |S| number of LPs to be solved for the computation

of an entire belief region.

Algorithm 24 MAXIMUMBELIEF(sj , v,V, Bmin, Bmax)
Maximize b(sj)
subject to constraints

1. b.(v − v′) > 0,∀v′ ∈ V − v
2. Σs∈Sb(s) = 1
3. Bmin(s) < b(s) < Bmax(s),∀s ∈ S

8.1.3 Algorithm for n agents

In this section, we present the CS-JESP algorithm (Algorithm 25) for n agents. In the initializa-

tion stage (lines 1-4), each agent i has only one belief region that corresponds to its entire belief

space (Π′
i.beliefPartition). Also, each agent has a single randomly selected specialized policy,

Π′
i.π[〈[0, 1] , . . . , [0, 1]〉] (i.e. π is the specialized policy), for the entire belief space (line 3). Ev-

ery general policy has “count” for each belief region, to track the convergence of policies in that

belief region (region-based convergence) — if the count reaches n then the region has converged,

because no agent will change any further. The flag “converged” monitors if joint general policies

in all the regions have converged.
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In each iteration (one execution of lines 6-23) of Algorithm 25, we choose an agent i and find

its optimal response to the fixed general policies of the remaining agents by calling OPTIMALBE-

STRESPONSE(). This is repeated until no agent acting alone can improve upon the joint expected

reward by changing its own general policy.

Although each agent i starts off with the same belief set partition, Π′
i.beliefPartition, this

will not be true after calling OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE() as seen in Figure 8.1. The function

UPDATEPARTITION() (Algorithm 26) is responsible for creating a new belief set partition for an

agent i, depending on the belief regions of the other n − 1 agents. This new belief set partition

is obtained by splitting the overlapping belief regions of the n − 1 agents, in a way that no two

resulting belief regions, which now belong to this partition, overlap. Furthermore, this function

computes the Πi.count for all the new regions, from the count values for the regions in Π′
j , where

j was the free agent in the last iteration (i.e the agent who computed the best response in the last

iteration).

FINDNEWPARTITION() (Algorithm 27) takes two arguments, (i) partition and (ii) a belief

region, br, and it generates all feasible partitions from the two arguments. To illustrate the

working of this function, we provide an example with three states {s1, s2, s3}. Belief regions

in the corresponding belief space can be represented with minimum and maximum belief prob-

abilities for just s1 and s2, i.e. {(bmin[s1], bmax[s1]), (bmin[s2], bmax[s2])}. For example, let

partition ={〈[0, 0.8], [0.5, 0.9]〉} (has only one region) and br = {[0.4, 0.9], [0.3, 0.6]}. In the

first step (line 3), partitions are found for each state, si separately. Thus, for the first state, s1,

[0, 0.8] and [0.4, 0.9] yields partitions, [0, 0.4], [0.4, 0.8], [0.8, 0.9]. Similarly for the second state,

s2, the partitions found are [0.3, 0.5], [0.5, 0.6],[0.6, 0.9]. In the second step (line 4), we compute

the cross product of these individual dimension partitions. This gives rise to nine belief regions,

viz. {[0, 0.4], [0.3, 0.5]}, . . ., {[0.8, 0.9], [0.4, 0.8]}, {[0.8, 0.9], [0.8, 0.9]}. Finally, in the third

step (line 5), we prune regions which do not contain any valid points, i.e.
∑

s≤|S|−1 bmin[s] > 1.

For instance, the region {[0.8,0.9],[0.4,0.8]} can be pruned, because a belief point in this region

has probability of atleast 1.2 (= 0.8 + 0.4).

The function OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE() (Algorithm 28) is then called separately for each

belief region in agent i’s belief set partition. It returns a new partitioniong of the initial belief

space and the optimal policy for each belief region in this partition. CONSTRUCTEXTENDED-

POMDP() constructs a POMDP with extended state space, as explained in Section 2.3.3, while

the function CALCULATEBELIEFREGION() computes the belief regions where each vector v

(∈ V) dominates.
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After computing best responses, CS-JESP() ensures that the number of belief partitions ob-

tained are finite (in lines 14-16) and that Π.count is updated correctly for each belief region (in

lines 18-21).

It is possible that an agent’s best response in adjacent belief regions is the same policy. The

function MERGEBELIEFREGIONS() (Algorithm 8.1.3) is responsible for merging such kind of

regions (lines 4-7). Further, once the policies in a belief region have converged, that region is not

considered for subsequent merging phases (first part of the condition on line 4).

Algorithm 25 CS-JESP()
1: for i← 1to n do
2: Π′

i.beliefPartition← {〈[0, 1] , . . . , [0, 1]〉}
3: Π′

i.π[〈[0, 1] , . . . , [0, 1]〉]← random specialized policy
4: Π′

i.count[〈(0, 1) , . . . , (0, 1)〉]← 0
5: end for
6: converged← false; i← n;
7: while converged = false do
8: i← (i MOD n) + 1; converged← true
9: UPDATEPARTITION(i, Πi,Π′)

10: for all br in Πi.beliefPartition do
11: if Πi.count[br] < n then
12: converged←false
13: {Πi, regions} ← OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE(i, Π′, br)
14: for all br1 in regions do
15: π ← Πi.π[br1]; REMOVE(Πi, br1)
16: for dim← 1 to |S| − 1 do
17: br1[dim]← ROUNDOFF(br1[dim], precision)
18: end for
19: if VOLUME(br1) > 0 then
20: ADD(Πi.beliefPartition, br1, π)
21: if Πi.π[br1] = Π′

i.π[br] then
22: Πi.count[br1]←Π′

i.count[br] + 1
23: else
24: Πi.count[br1]← 1
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
28: end if
29: end for
30: MERGEBELIEFREGIONS(Πi)
31: Π′

i ← Πi

32: end while
33: return Π
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Algorithm 26 UPDATEPARTITION(i,Π)
1: Πi ← Π(i MOD n)+1

2: for all j in{1, . . . , n} − {i, (i MOD n) + 1} do
3: for all br1 in Πj .beliefPartition do
4: if Πi.count[br1] < n then
5: Πi.beliefPartition← FINDNEWPARTITION(Πi.beliefPartition, br1)
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
9: if i = 1 then j ← nelse j ← i− 1

10: for all br2 in Πi.beliefPartition do
11: br3 ← OVERLAPPINGREGION(Πj .beliefPartition, br2)
12: Πi.count[br2]← Πj .count[br3]
13: end for
14: return

Algorithm 27 FINDNEWPARTITION((partition, br))
1: newPartition← ∅
2: for dim← 1 to |S| − 1 do
3: 1DPartition← SPLITDIMENSION(dim, br, partition)
4: newPartition← CROSSPRODUCT(newPartition, 1DPartition)
5: newPartition← PRUNE(newPartition)
6: end for
7: return newPartition

Algorithm 28 OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE(i, Π′, br)
1: k← 0
2: extendedPOMDP ← CONSTRUCTEXTENDEDPOMDP(i, Π′, br)
3: {V, πnew} ← DB-GIP(extendedPomdp, br)
4: for j ← 1 to V.size do
5: v ← V[j]; V ′ ← V − v
6: beliefPartition[k]← CALCULATEBELIEFREGION(v,V ′, br)
7: Πi.beliefPartition[k]← beliefPartition[k]
8: Πi.π[beliefPartition[k]]← πnew[j]; k +← 1
9: end for

10: return {Πi, beliefPartition}
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Algorithm 29 MERGEBELIEFREGIONS(Πi)
1: for each b1 in Πi.beliefPartition do
2: if Πi.count(b1) < n then
3: for each b2 in Πi.beliefPartition do
4: if Πi.count(b2) < n ∧Πi.π[b1] = Πi.π[b2] then
5: if ISADJACENT(b1, b2) then
6: b←MERGEREGIONS(b1, b2)
7: ADD(Πi.beliefPartition, b,Πi.π[b1])
8: Πi.count[b]← min(Πi.count[b1],Πi.count[b2])
9: REMOVE(Πi, b1); REMOVE(Πi, b2)

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end if
14: end for
15: return Πi

8.1.4 Theoretical Results

In the following proofs, we use “iteration” to mean one execution of the “while” loop (lines 5-23)

of Algorithm 25, n for the number of agents, and “free agent” to denote the ith agent for that

iteration.

Proposition 15 In CS-JESP, the joint expected reward for all starting belief points is monotoni-

cally increasing with each iteration.

Proof Sketch. In every iteration, each starting belief point must belong to one of the regions in the

belief partition of the free agent. Each such belief region corresponds to one of the value vectors,

calculated by a call to OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE(Algorithm 28). Since DB-GIP is optimal,

these vectors should either equal or dominate the vectors at the previous iteration, in all belief

regions.�

Proposition 16 CS-JESP will terminate iff the joint policy has converged in all the free agent’s

belief regions.

Proof Sketch. By construction, CS-JESP (Algorithm 25) terminates iff converged = true, which

will happen iff Πi.count[br] ≥ n, for all belief regions br of the free agent i. Πi.count[br] ≥ n iff

the joint policy for the region br remains constant for n iterations. In order for the joint general

policy to remain constant for n iterations, OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE() should return identical

specialized policies (to those in previous iteration) for all the belief regions , for n − 1 free

agents. This happens when no one agent can improve the global value by altering its general
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policy, i.e. when local optima is attained. Furthermore, we round off each dimension of a belief

region to precision decimal spaces, and hence the number of possible belief regions cannot grow

indefinitely.�

From Propositions 15 and 16, we can conclude that CS-JESP will always terminate. At

termination, the joint policy will be locally optimal as long as none of the belief regions returned

by OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE were eliminated by the ROUNDOFF procedure.

8.2 Experimental Results

Figure 8.2: Comparison of (a) CSJESP+GIP, and CSJESP+DB for reward structure 1 (b)
CSJESP+DB, and CSJESP+DBM for reward structure 1 (c) CSJESP+GIP, and CSJESP+DB for
reward structure 2 (d) CSJESP+DB, and CSJESP+DBM for reward structure 2

This section provides three types of evaluations for CS-JESP using the multiagent tiger do-

main [Nair et al., 2003a]. The first experiment focuses on run-time evaluations. We provide a

comparison of three techniques: (i) CS-JESP+GIP: is the basic version of the combination of the

JESP and the value iteration algorithm, GIP of single agent POMDPs. (ii) CS-JESP+DB, is JESP

with DB-GIP. (iii)CS-JESP+DBM is CS-JESP+DB with the merging enhancement. Results of

this experiment are shown in Figure 8.2. We experiment with two separate reward structures (pre-

sented in [Nair et al., 2003a]). Figure 8.2(a) and Figure 8.2(b) focus on reward structure1, while
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Figure 8.2(c) and Figure 8.2(d) focus on reward structure2. In Figure 8.2(a), x-axis plots varying

time horizon while y-axis plots run-time in milliseconds on log-scale1. In Figure 8.2(b), x-axis

again plots time horizon, but the y-axis plots run-time in milliseconds (no log-scale is used). Time

limit for the problems was set at 7,500,000 ms, after which they were terminated. Figure 8.2(a)

and Figure 8.2(c) refer to comparisons between CS-JESP+GIP and CS-JESP+DB, while Fig-

ure 8.2(b) and Figure 8.2(d) refer to comparisons between CS-JESP+DB and CS-JESP+DBM for

the two reward structures.

Figure 8.3: Comparison of the number of belief regions created in CS-JESP+DB and CS-
JESP+DBM for reward structures 1 and 2

Figure 8.2(a) shows that CS-JESP+GIP did not terminate within the specified time limit after

T=4. However, CS-JESP+DB converged to the solution even for T = 7, within the specified

time limit. Even in cases where CS-JESP+GIP terminates, CS-JESP+DB provides significant

speedups. For instance, in Figure 8.2(a), at T = 4, while CS-JESP+GIP takes in 83717.8 ms,

CS-JESP+DB takes only 7345.2 ms leading to a speedup of 11.4 fold. Similar conclusions can

be drawn from Figure 8.2(c). These results illustrate the synergy of JESP and DB-GIP, and the

suitability of CS-JESP to take advantage of DB-GIP.

Figure 8.2(b) shows that CS-JESP+DBM provides further speedups over CS-JESP+DB, as

time horizon increases. For instance at T=7 in Figure 8.2(b), merging in CS-JESP+DBM provided

1.66 fold speedup over CS-JESP+DB. Similar results are obtained with reward structure 2 in

Figure 8.2(d), thus establishing the utility of merging contiguous regions with identical policies.

In Figure 8.2(d) T=7 post merging show a faster execution compared to the T=6 results post

merging. This occurs because the number of iterations of CS-JESP required for convergence at

T=7 are lower (6) compared with iterations at T=6 (11).

Our second evaluation in Figure 8.3 focuses on understanding the speedups due to merging in

CS-JESP+DBM. The number of belief regions present in the final solution is an indicator of the
1Machine specs for all experiments: Intel Xeon 3.6 GHZ processor, 2GB RAM
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of the expected values obtained with JESP for specific belief points and
CS-JESP

number of single agent POMDPs getting solved at each iteration. The x-axis in the figures repre-

sents the time horizon, while the y-axis is the number of belief regions. Thus in Figure 8.3, for

a time-horizon of 7, using CSJESP+DB led to 31 belief regions, whereas using CSJESP+DBM

led to 13 belief regions, a 2.39-fold reduction in the number of belief regions considered. Fur-

thermore, we see that increasing the time horizon leads to increasing reduction in the number of

belief regions with CS-JESP+DBM when compared to the number with CS-JESP+DB. Effect of

the number of belief regions on the time taken increases with time horizon, because the single

agent POMDPs expand in size with the time horizon. This provides the explanation for the timing

results for CS-JESP+DBM in Figure 8.2(b) and Figure 8.2(d).

Our third evaluation focused on illustrating that CS-JESP achieves what it set out to do —

generating policies over continuous initial belief space as shown in Figure 8.4. Belief space (in

this domain belief probability of SL) is denoted on the x-axis, while the expected value of the

policy is depicted on the y-axis. CS-JESP provides a general policy where the expected value

is represented by a “CUP”-shape. There are five different policies represented in the cup, each

dominant over a single belief region. The figure also indicates that if we were to approximate

this entire general policy with a single policy over a single starting belief state, e.g. with JESP,

then results may be arbitrarily worse. For instance with JESP (0.3, 0.7), the value at (1, 0) is -27,

while the value generated with CS-JESP is 18, a difference of 45. With JESP (0.5, 0.5), the value

at (1,0) is -4, where CS-JESP attains a value of 18, a difference of 22.

Of course, we may sample several belief points with JESP and then for a new belief point

provide a policy from the nearest sample. Such a proposed heuristic approach naturally leads to

our fourth evaluation comparing CS-JESP runtime to an approach that samples the belief space.

This evaluation is not meant to be a precise comparison of JESP and CS-JESP, instead the aim is

to show that the run-time results for sampled JESP would be comparable to the run times of CS-

JESP. In Table 8.1, we show the run times of JESP and CS-JESP for T = 6, and T=7 for reward
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structure1. To replicate the policy obtained with CS-JESP, JESP would have to sample atleast as

many times as the number of belief regions in the final policy of CS-JESP. For instance, for T=7,

the number of samples required for JESP would be thirteen (from Figure 8.3). Table 8.1 shows

an estimate of such a sampled JESP technique, given runtime results from [Nair et al., 2004]. We

see that CS-JESP run-times are comparable, yet CS-JESP provides guarantees on these results

that are unavailable with sampling.

CS-JESP JESP Sampled Regions Sampled JESP
T = 6 160336 15000 11 165000
T = 7 470398 73000 13 949000

Table 8.1: Comparison of run times (in ms) for JESP and CS-JESP
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Chapter 9

Related Work

There are three major areas of related work. The first is speeding up POMDP policy computation,

and in particular value iteration algorithms, while the second is related work where agents are

deployed in monitoring and assisting humans, and must plan in the presence of uncertainty to

assist individual humans or teams. The third area of related work is distributed POMDPs.

9.1 Related work in POMDPs

There are a wide variety of techniques for generating policies for POMDPs. These techniques

can be categorized into off-line and on-line techniques. Whereas we consider off-line approaches

as planning for any belief state within a given range (without knowledge of an agent’s current

belief state), on-line approaches focus on exploring reachable belief states starting only from

an agent’s current belief state. Off-line techniques can be further categorized into exact and

approximate algorithms; although some approximate techniques may also be converted into on-

line techniques. We first focus on offline, exact algorithms and then on approximate algorithms,

and finally discuss on-line algorithms.

Generalized Incremental Pruning (GIP) [Cassandra et al., 1997a] has been one of the ef-

ficient exact baseline algorithms, that was experimentally shown to be superior to other exact

algorithms [Kaelbling et al., 1998]. We have already presented GIP in detail in the background

section. Recent enhancements to the GIP algorithm, particularly the Region Based Incremental

Pruning (RBIP) [Feng and Zilberstein, 2004a, 2005] provides significant speedups. The key idea

in RBIP is the use of witness regions (earlier idea of witness was presented in [Cassandra et al.,

1997b]) for cross sums. While these exact algorithms have improved the basic value iteration

algorithm considerably, as discussed earlier, they are unable to scale to the problems of interest

in key domains. Indeed, as shown in our experimental analysis, we could not generate policies

with GIP within our cutoff for most of our problems. This problem stems in part because these
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algorithms plan for unreachable parts of the belief space. Our work complements these exist-

ing algorithms by proving “wrapping” techniques, thus complementing the strengths of current

approaches. Indeed, the advantages of our “wrappers” (DS, DB, DDB) can be combined with

these existing algorithms, as we illustrated by adding our techniques to both the GIP and RBIP

algorithms. Our approximation technique can also be used to enhance these algorithms.

Other exact and approximate algorithms have also attempted to exploit properties of the do-

main to speedup POMDPs, e.g. [Boutilier and Poole, 1996] focus on compactly representing

dynamics of a domain. These compact representations however do not seem to have advantages

in terms of speedups [Kaelbling et al., 1998]. A hybrid framework that combines MDP-POMDP

problem solving techniques to take advantage of perfectly and partially observable components

of the model and subsequent value function decomposition was proposed by [Hauskrecht and

Fraser, 2000]. This method of separating perfectly and partially observable components of a

state does reachability analysis on belief states. However: (i) their analysis does not capture dy-

namic changes in belief space reachability; (ii) their analysis is limited to factored POMDPs; (iii)

no speedup measurements are shown. This contrasts with our work which focuses on dynamic

changes in belief space reachability and its application to both flat and factored state POMDPs.

[Feng and Hansen, 2004] provide approaches to reduce the dimensionality of the α-vectors based

on the equality of values of states. This method does not provide speedups in the TMP domain,

as there are very few instances where there are alpha vectors with states having equal values.

Because of the slowness of exact algorithms at solving even small problems, significant

amounts of research in POMDPs has focussed on approximate algorithms. While there is an

entire space of algorithms to report in this arena but point-based [Smith and Simmons, 2005;

Pineau et al., 2003], policy search [Braziunas and Boutilier, 2004; Poupart and Boutilier, 2004;

Menleau et al., 1999], and grid [Hauskrecht, 2000b; Zhou and Hansen, 2001] approaches domi-

nate other algorithms. Since discussion about point-based approaches has already been presented

in Section 2, here we concentrate on other approaches. Policy-search approaches typically em-

ploy a finite-state controller, to represent the policy, that is updated until convergence to a stable

controller. By restricting the size of these finite state controllers, performance improvements are

obtained in these algorithms. Grid-based methods are similar to point-based approaches, with the

difference that they maintain “values” at belief points, as opposed to “value gradients” in point-

based techniques. Though these approaches can solve larger problems, many of them provide

loose (or no) quality guarantees on the solution, which is a critical weakness in domains of in-

terest in our work. For example, quality guarantees are important for agent assistants to gain the

trust of a human user.
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Another approximate approach that attacks scalability is the dimensionality reduction tech-

nique, which fundamentally alters the belief space itself [Roy and Gordon, 2002]. This work

applies E-PCA (an improvement to Principal Component Analysis) on a set of belief vectors, to

obtain a low dimensional representation of the original state space. Though this work provides

huge reduction of dimension (state space), it does not provide any guarantees on the quality of

solutions. A more crucial issue is the dynamic evolution of the reachable regions of the belief

space. E-PCA does not capture this dynamic evolution, while our work focuses on and capture

such evolution in the reachable regions of the belief space.

Turning now to on-line algorithms for POMDPs, algorithms such as Real-time Belief Space

Search (RTBSS) [Paquet et al., 2005] are offered as on-line approaches for solving POMDPs,

which explore reachable belief states starting only from an agent’s current belief state. On-line

approaches clearly save effort by avoiding computation of policies for every possible situation

an agent could encounter. For instance, starting with an initial belief state, the RTBSS algorithm

does a branch-and-bound search over belief-states, finding the best action at each cycle. However,

in order to cut down time to find an action online, RTBSS must cut-down the depth of its search —

the deeper the search in belief states, the more expensive it is online. Unfortunately, such shallow

search leads to lower quality solutions; while deeper searches consume precious time on-line.In

domains such as disaster rescue (including disaster rescue simulation domains), it would appear

that such on-line planning may not provide an appropriate tradeoff. In particular, since quality

may be related to crucial aspects of the domain, such as saving civilians, obtaining lower quality

solutions just to avoid off-line computation may not be appropriate. Furthermore, spending time

on-line may waste critical moments particularly when civilians are injured, and time is of the

essence in saving such civilians. Also, because by definition these on-line techniques require

knowledge of the belief state, Indeed, in such domains, there may be sufficient time available

off-line to generate a policy of high enough quality.

9.2 Related work in Software Personal Assistants

Several recent research projects have focused on deploying personal assistant agents to monitor

and assist humans, and must plan in the presence of uncertainty to assist individual humans or

teams [Scerri et al., 2002; Magni et al., 1998; Leong and Cao, 1998]. For instance [Scerri et al.,

2002] have focused on software assistants that assist humans in offices, in rescheduling meetings

or deciding presenters for research meetings. [Magni et al., 1998] focuses on therapy planning,

considering the dynamic evolution of a therapy for patients. However, these research efforts have
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often used MDPs rather than POMDPs, thus assuming away observational uncertainty, that is a

key factor in realistic domains.

Among software personal assistants that have relied on POMDPs, [Hauskrecht and Fraser]

apply POMDPs for medical therapy planning for patients with heart disease. They note that

MDPs fail to capture the situation in their domain where the underlying disease is hidden, can

only be observed indirectly via a series of imperfect observations. POMDPs provide a useful

tool to overcome this difficulty by enabling us to model the observational uncertainty, but at a

high computational cost. To overcome this challenge, [Hauskrecht and Fraser] rely on on several

approximation techniques improve the computational complexity of these POMDPs. We have

discussed the relationship of our work to this approximation technique in the previous section.

Similarly, [Pollack et al., 2003a] apply POMDPs in mobile robotic assistant, developed to

assist elderly individual. The high-level control architecture of the robotic assistant is modeled as

a POMDP. Once again the authors, via experiments, illustrate the need to take into account ob-

servational uncertainty during planning, and hence the need for POMDPs, e.g an MDP controller

in similar circumstances leads to more errors. However, given the large state space encountered,

exact algorithms for the POMDP are ruled out. Instead, a hierarchical version of the POMDP

is actually used to generate an approximation to the optimal policy. The techniques introduced

in our article is in essence complementary to the research reported here, providing techniques to

speedup POMDP policy computation, potentially even in the hierarchical context.

9.3 Related work on Distributed POMDPs

Here we have two categories of related work:

Related work for generating policies for distributed POMDPs given a single initial belief
point: as mentioned earlier our work is related to key DCOP and distributed POMDP algorithms,

i.e., we synthesize new algorithms by exploiting their synergies. Here we discuss some other

recent algorithms for locally and globally optimal policy generation for distributed POMDPs.

For instance, [Hansen et al., 2004a] present an exact algorithm for partially observable stochastic

games (POSGs) based on dynamic programming and iterated elimination of dominant policies.

[Montemerlo et al., 2004] approximate POSGs as a series of one-step Bayesian games using

heuristics to find the future discounted value for actions. We have earlier discussed [Nair et al.,

2003a]’s JESP algorithm that uses dynamic programming to reach a local optimal. Another

technique that computes local optimal policies in distributed POMDPs is Paruchur et al. Paruchuri

et al. [2006]’s Rolling Down Randomisation (RDR) algorithm. However, Paruchur et al. have

studied this in the context of generating randomized policies.
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In addition, [Becker et al., 2004]’s work on transition-independent distributed MDPs is re-

lated to our assumptions about transition and observability independence in ND-POMDPs. These

are all centralized policy generation algorithms that could benefit from the key ideas in ND-

POMDPs — that of exploiting local interaction structure among agents to (i) enable distributed

policy generation; (ii) limit policy generation complexity by considering only interactions with

“neighboring” agents. [Guestrin et al., 2002], present “coordination graphs” which have similar-

ities to constraint graphs. The key difference in their approach is that the “coordination graph”

is obtained from the value function which is computed in a centralized manner. The agents then

use a distributed procedure for online action selection based on the coordination graph. In our

approach, the value function is computed in a distributed manner. [Dolgov and Durfee, 2004]

exploit network structure in multiagent MDPs (not POMDPs) but assume that each agent tried to

optimize its individual utility instead of the team’s utility.

Related work for a continuous initial belief space: [Becker et al., 2003] present an exact

globally optimal algorithm – the coverage set algorithm for transition-independent distributed

MDPs. However unlike CS-JESP, this algorithm starts from a particular known initial state dis-

tribution. Hansen et al. Hansen et al. [2004b] and Szer et al. Szer et al. [2005] are techniques

that compute optimal solutions without making any assumptions about the domain. Hansen et

al. present an algorithm for solving partially observable stochastic games (POSGs) based on

dynamic programming and iterated elimination of dominant policies. Though this technique pro-

vides a set of equillibrium strategies in the context of POSGs, it is shown to provide exact optimal

solutions for decentralized POMDPs. Szer et al. Szer et al. [2005] provide an optimal heuristic

search method for solving Decentralized POMDPs with finite horizon (given a starting belief

point). This algorithm is based on the combination of classical heuristic search algorithm, A∗

and decentralized control theory. Heuristic functions (upper bounds) required in A∗ are obtained

by approximating a decentralized POMDP as a single agent POMDP and computing the value

function quickly. This algorithm are important from a theoretical standpoint, but because of the

inherent complexity of finding an exact solution for general distributed POMDPs, this algorithm

does not scale well. Another approach that computes global optimal solutions is presented in

Ranjit et al. Nair et al. [2003b]. However this approach computes optimal policy in the context

of a given BDI (Belief Desire Intention) team plan.

Among locally optimal approaches, [Peshkin et al., 2000b] use gradient descent search to

find local optimum finite-controllers with bounded memory. Their algorithm finds locally op-

timal policies from a limited subset of policies, with an infinite planning horizon. Their work

does not consider a continuous belief space and starts from a fixed belief point. We have earlier

discussed [Nair et al., 2003a]’s JESP algorithm that uses dynamic programming to reach a local
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optimal. [Hansen; and Zilberstein, 2005] present a locally optimal bounded policy iteration al-

gorithm for infinite-horizon distributed algorithms. This algorithm has been theoretically shown

to work in a continuous belief space from an unknown initial belief distribution. While this is an

important contribution, the use of finite-state controllers restricts the policy representation. Also,

their experimental results are for a single initial belief. Further, unlike our algorithm they use a

correlation device in order to ensure coordination among the various agents.

In other related models to distributed POMDPs, there has been an interesting model called

the Interactive POMDP (I-POMDP) model by Piotr et al Gmytrasiewicz and Doshi [2005]. This

model extends the POMDP model to multi-agent settings by incorporating the notion of agent

models into the state space. Agents maintain beliefs over physical states of the environment and

over models of other agents, and they use Bayesian update to maintain their beliefs over time. In

I-POMDPs, an agent is primarily concerned about its own welfare, while in distributed POMDPs,

an agent is concerned about the team welfare.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

This thesis presents techniques to build agents/teams of agents that make sequence of decisions,

while operating in real world uncertain environments. A need for such systems has been shown in

many facets of human life, such as software personal assistants, therapy planning, space mission

planning, sensor webs for monitoring weather phenomena and others. However for such sys-

tems to be a reality, these agents need to handle the uncertainty arising at various levels in these

domains: unknown initial state, non-deterministic outcome of actions, and noisy observations.

While Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) and Distributed POMDPs

provide powerful models to address uncertainties in real-world domains, solving these models

is computationally expensive. Due to this significant computational complexity of these models,

existing approaches that provide exact solutions do not scale, while approximate solutions do not

provide any usable guarantees on quality.

Towards addressing the above challenges, the following key ideas have been proposed in this

thesis: (a) Exploiting structure to improve efficiency of POMDPs and Distributed POMDPs. This

technique exploits structure in dynamics to solve POMDPs faster, while the second exploits in-

teraction structure of agents to solve distributed POMDPs. (b) An approximate technique for

POMDPs and Distributed POMDPs that approximates directly in the value space. This tech-

nique provides quality bounds that are easily computable and operationalizable, while providing

comparable performance to fastest existing solvers.

For agents and multiagent systems to finally break out in the real-world, in a very fundamental

sense, they must conquer uncertainty. In the future, I would like to build upon the work in my

thesis towards understanding the reasoning process in ever more realistic environments.

- Environments with cooperation and competition: Previous work in distributed POMDPs

and multiagent systems in general has categorized agents as either fully adversarial or completely

collaborative. However, in many real-world applications, such stark categorization may not be

appropriate; agents’ motivations thus themselves become sources of uncertainty. Modeling such
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uncertainties in Distributed Markov Decision Problems and Distributed POMDPs is an open ques-

tion in the field.

- Unknown environments: These are domains where there is no model available or there is

uncertainty about the model itself, thus requiring a learning phase to reduce the uncertainty about

the model.

- Bounded resource environments: These domains are constrained by the limited availability

of resources. There is uncertainty introduced in such domains because actions result in non-

deterministic consumption of resources. Decision process in such domains becomes complicated

due to this underlying uncertainty and the constraints imposed by the resource availability.

I believe that understanding the process of decision making in these critical settings and utiliz-

ing this knowledge towards building intelligent agent/multi-agent systems will result in a smooth

transition of intelligent systems into our daily life.
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